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PAPERS FROM THE FIFTH ANNUAL SEMINAR
NATIONAL CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT

SOCIETY

*• Washington, D.C.

July 22.24, 1969

MILITARY AND INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXITIES
Alfred B. Berry, President, American Society for Industrial Security

I am most pleased to have been in- page Department of Defense Indus-
vited to your fifth annual seminar trial Security Manual which we now
and to address members of the Na. have.
tional Classification Management So- Today, not many people realize
ciety. On behalf of the American So. how fast technology is advancing. To
ciety for Industrial Security, I want illustrate this point, if we consider
to congratulate your seminar commit- the history of man composed of life
tee for their efforts in making this spans of men, we are talking about
seminar an accomplished fact. approximately 800 men. The last 650

Prior to coming here, I looked of these men lived in caves. Only the
through your journals containing the last 8 had seen a printed word; only
proceedings for your last three semin- the last 4 could measure heat or cold
ars and re-read several of the presenta- with any degree of accuracy; only the
tions and subsequent discussions. A last 3 could measure time with any
profound discovery was made It isn't accuracy; only the last 2 have used
the "military-industrial complex" an electric motor, and everything else
with which we need concern ourselves that you see around you today was
but rather the military-industrial com- developed during the lifespan of the
plexities! And the membership of last or 800th man. Furthermore, our
NCMS is to be commended for hay- knowledge is doubling every 8 to 10
ing concerned themselves with so years and 10 years from now we will
many of these problems. know as much as what has taken our

Striving toward an analytical ap. ancestors the last 50,000 years to learn.
proach for specific security problems The learning curve is going straight
is a primary object' for both NCMS up which means greater exposure,
and ASIS. Many of you have witnessed greater problems, and making it in.
the transitional phases of the indus. creasingly important and necessary
trial security program and will recall that we take prompt action to prtect
the 14-page pamphlet issued by the both department of defense classified
Munitions Board. If you still have a and proprietary information.
copy in file, compare it with the 236- It is obvious to all of us that our
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security responsibilities are also on Classification Management is in-
the up-swing with increasing demands deed the bedrock foundation upon
placed upon our ability to assess a which our industry security program
myriad of security functions and eva- is built and it is well that a society,
luate them in relation to cost effec. such as your own, has emerged devot.
tiveness. Management expects us to ing itself exclusively to this business.
have the answers. We must be analy. While Classification Management
tical to be responsive. We must iden- would appear to be a singular ele-
tify and anticipate problems and take ment of industrial 3ecurity, we who
the necessary preventive steps before are act-vely engaged in this profes-
they occur. sion realize and appreciate the fact

I am gratified by observing the de- that all Department of Defense secur-
dicated security professionals of ity requirements are predicated on
NCMS who are devoting their time the many and varied considerations
and efforts in attending this seminar applicable to the protection of classi-
and participating in the exchange of fied Defense Information.
information and ideas. Your selection Classification Management is there-
of distinguished speakers from the fore most deserving of special atten-
Congress, military establishment, in- tion. Giving serious consideration to
dustry, and two gentlemen whom we the basic criteria for classifying and
may identify as scholars is indicative declassifying defense information can
of the seriousness and professional very well provide significant contribu-
atmosphere which you have brought tions to your firm's cost effectiveness
to this seminar, programs.

During a recent meeting of the Many of you who have engaged in
ASIS Classification Management Com- cost effectiveness surveys have perhaps
mittee, it was the consensus of the attempted to determine the actual cost
Committee that interface with NCMS for maintaining strict accountability
should be direct and continuing. Pro- for a single secret document during
viding for a cooperative exchange of the course of a year. Regardless of the
information and research data should figures which you may have come up
be beneficial for both societies. In with, we are all in agreement on one
furtherance of this effort, I should thing-it does cost moneyl
like to invite the membership of 1 am sure that you have also con-
NCMS to submit articles for publica- sidered many other derivative cost
tion in our ASIS magazine. The ASIS ramifications attributed to the protec-
magazine is published bi-monthly and tion and safeguarding of classified in-
professional security articles are al- formation such as secret, top secret,
ways most welcome. Mr. Bill Wright, special access programs and closed and
our ASIS executive director in Wash- restricted area controls.
ington, advises that we could assist Disseminating accurate and defini-
in facilitating the availability of re- tive classification guidance and pro-
prints by a waiver of copyrights and viding for prompt downgrading and
providing reproducible proofs to declassification of information are
NCMS. considerations of paramount import-
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ance both to the Department of De- suggest also that the results of such
fense and industry, efforts rendered in surveys and anal-

Some time ago, my office initiated yses should be formalized and subnmit-
a letter to Mr. George MacClain sug. ted to DOD. This is not to say that
gesting that the automatic, time- you should expect all of your pet
phased downgrading and declassifica- projects to be sanctioned and adopted
tion system be revamped providing by DOD but perhaps sonic of them
for two group marking notations re- will. In any event, I do know that the
placing the four that we now have. government is appreciative of such
The basic idea was to simplify down. efforts.
grading by having one group which Many of you most probably re-
was excluded from downgrading and ceived copies of the NSIA proposal
declassification and designating a concerning suggested ISM procedural
group to replace the present Groups changes for classified document re-
3 and 4 which would provide for both tention. This is, of course, with refer-
downgrading and declassification on ence to Paragraphs 5K and 5L which
a definite time-phased basis. This, of we all referred to for a number of
course, would eliminate present prob. years as 5J and 5K. The interpreta-
lems in differentiating between the tion of this requirement has involved
present Group 3 and Group 4 mark- numerous discussions between indus-
ing notations and effecting realistic try and government over the years.
declassification of information. It is While I do not know what position
my understanding that the automatic, NCMS may have adopted concerning
time-phased downgrading and declas- this subject, I thought that the sub.
sification system is being revised by stance of my response to both AIA
DOD and should rectify many of our and EIA concerning the NSIA pro-
current problems in this area. posal could be of some interest.

It has been my experience that our The NSIA proposal, accepted as
counterparts in the Department of codsia Case 33-9, is, I believe, a step
Defense have been most receptive and in the right direction. However, I per-
appreciative of analyses and sugges- sonally feel that it falls somewhat
tions submitted by industry. Their in- short of suggesting a solution to the
terest anl active participation in the basic problem concerning retention of
"give and take" discussions which en- classified documents by defense con-
sue in seninars such as this is indica- tractors. Going through the formal-
tive of the fine relationship existing ized routine of requesting authoriza-
between professional government se- tion for retention of classified docu-
curity men and those of us in indus- ments is no small task. The following
try. And, as we have often remarked, points are suggested as major items
we are both working toward the same for consideration:
goal. i. The Department of Defense

No one has a special lease on ideas. (i.e. the Army, Navy and Air Force)
And I am certain that many of you is continually indicating a desire
have some fine ones to share with that major defense contractors be
your associates in industry. I would cognizant of advanced technology
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or advances in the "state of the art." There has never been any argument
We need only point to the thou- with the basic DOD philosophy stated

sands of documents distributed to in paragraph 19.a. of the ISM which
contractors by the Defense Docu- states:
mentation Center and the Tech. "The contractor shall establish a
nical Objectives Documents (TOD) program for the review of classified
program. material for the purpose of reduc-

2. So long as we remain in the ing to an absolute minimum the
defense business and retain our fa- quantity on hand at any given
cility clearance, we should only be time."
required to reduce to an absolute The foregoing is not intended as a
minimum the classified material on "position paper" dealing with the
hand upon contract termination or problem in its entirety but merely
in any of the other situations. contains the substance of my response

Approval should not be required to the NSIA proposal. It is something
for the contractor to retain a lim- which NCMS might want to pursue
ited number of all classified docu- since it is a current item.
ments generated unless strictly pro. Another thought whicti I should
hibited by the contracting officer like to present to you in passing was
in special situations. originated by the Industrial Security

3. The contractor's cognizant se- Subcommittee of EIA suggesting in-
curity office, in performing its pri- dustry/government collaboration on a
mary responsibility of inspecting re-write of the ISM. I personally feel
contractor facilities, is in an excel- that the idea has considerable merit.
lent position to ensure that only a Cognizant security office field in-
minimum number of classified doc- spectors, during the course of con-
uments are retained upon contract ducting recurrent "696" inspections,
termination. In those situations have the opportunity of considering
where a contractor is not actively the written ISM requirement and re-
engaged in classified defense work viewing the contractor's procedural
or cannot justify continued cog- application. They sometimes reflect
nizance of advanced technology, all that a particular contractor's inter-
classified documents generated pretation of an ISM requirement and
should be returned to the contract- his innovations and methodology in
ing officer or destroyed. drafting certain procedural instruc-
The foregoing arguments admit- tions would be very worthwhile for

tedly are not new. But the basic con- other contractors to consider.
tention is one which I feel is worthy To improve government/industrial
of consideration (i.e. that there is no security programs, there must first of
need for formally requesting retention all be an established method to insure
authorization when continued posses- that all programs, regulations and
sion of classified documents is an ob- problems are thoroughly analyzed.
vious, common sense requirement This is a very difficult and time-con-
which can be monitored quite easily suming task for the Office of Indus-
by the cognizant security office). trial Security, DSA to perform.
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One solution which might lessen could provide the basis for updating
the problem would be to give serious specific security regulations.
consideration to soliciting industry/ I do want to convey a few of
government collaboration on a re- the recent accomplishments of ASIS
write of the ISM. This would provide and relate to you some specific items
the government with statistical data concerning imminent objectives.
and detailed information, gathered During the month of February, let-
from experienced industrial security ters were sent to all members of Con-
management, which would have a di- gress recommending that certain prin-
rect bearing on the applicability of ciples be incorporated as essential
specific regulations and improve the tenets in any forthcoming security
overall effectiveness of the ISM. legislatiomi. While we neither endorcd

In this manner, analytical and nor disavowed any particular resoli-
factual data would flow upward and tion concerned with the industrial se-
all ramifications of a problem con- curity program, our society is at least
sidered before a deL,,. u h.aded becoming vocal.
down. Cognizant security offices Several manuals are being pre.
should be the focal points in conduct- pared, specifically: safeguarding clas.
ing nation-wide surveys. Contractors' sified information, security investiga-
responses to queries should be for- tions, protection of proprietary in-
warded with cognizant security office formation and physical security.
comments to Headquarters, Office of When prepared, these will be publish-
Industrial Security, DSA. Such surveys ed in the "Industrial Security" mag.
and responses thereto would provide azine in such a manner (i.e. center
the basic criteria for ISM and inserts) to facilitate re-printing.
DODISR revisions. While good secur- Our "Industrial Security" magazine
ity can never be a static thing, an an- was first published on a twice yearly
nual revision of the ISM should not basis in 1957. It then grew into a
be necessary. quarterly and now, of course, is a bi-

Initially, however, and perhaps monthly publication.
coincident with or prior to the next To make our magazine available as
major revision of the ISM, a program reference and source material, all
could be initiated to obtain industry's back issues have been microfilmed
participation in a complete rewrite of and provided to various educational
the manual. Many have voiced opin. institutions. This has been accom-
ions regarding general considerations plished by our ASIS foundation. To-
such as format, organization of mater- gether with the microfilmed back is-
ial, utilization of footnotes, restruc sues, these institutions will receive
turing of the indices, and a revamping lifetime subscriptions to our mag-
of sections and page numbering se. azine. Total cost for this service is
quence to facilitate the insertion of $50.
subsequent revisions. As mentioned The ASIS foundation was incor-
previously, the collection of statistical porated as a separate legal entity in
data and giving consideration to con. October of 1966 devoting iself ex-
tractors' innovations and methodology clusively to educational and irmned-
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lately related functions. active participation in both your So.
Serous efforts have been directed ciety and mine as well as the work

toward reviewing and promoting in- involved in presenting worthwhile
dustrial security curricula to be taught seminars reminds me of the final lines
at instLutions of higher cducation. of a melodrama which I saw several

During the month of February, the years ago-I don't know how manyl
University of Southern California's The movie was titled "The Shrike"
graduate school of business adminis- with June Allyson and Jose Ferrer
tration offered and successfully pre- starring. The "now generation" could
sented "Industrial Security" as an ex- perhaps benefit by giving a little
ecutive program. The program was thought to such a basic, realistic for-
undertaken in cooperation with rep. mula. It went something like this:
resentatives of the American Society "I've learned one thing . . . happi.
for Industrial Security. ness doesn't come easily ...one has

The Lawrence Radiation Labora- to work at itl"
tory of the University of California is Whether striving toward a parti.
continuing with its efforts irt provid- cular goal, or succes.,, or happiness,
ig a security summer study group, it is certain that we do have to work
The curriculum has received favor- at it.
able comment from Northeastern Uni- In closing, I would like to remind
versity and will evidently influence those of you who are members of
implementation of additional courses ASIS of our forthcoming 15th Annual
of study there. Seminar to be held in Washington,

As you can see, ASIS members are D.C. during September 16th through
a tively participating in promoting September 18th. Those of you who
our Society's objectives and striving are not members are, of course, equal-
toward professionalism in security. ly welcome. I hope to see you there.

Thinking of the effort required for Thank you.

I O NCMS J- !)(;9
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Colonel Andrew A. Aires, Chairman

Committee on Scientific and Technical Information, Federal Council
for Science and Technology

It is a fairly accurate observation, is the best keyword, perhaps, that
I believe, that the most fashionable describes this era. We are in a tiough
way to present a speech today is to of despair as we watch our treasured
describe a problem which turns out institutions totter under the attack of
to be grave, challenging, complex and extremists. In the midst of an un-
virtually impossible to solve. How the paralleled prosperity in our country,
problem is presented depends on the we find turmoil and challenge and
speaker's personality and involvement. disaffection. Conflict is seen every.
He can depict it in a variety of ways, where we turn: in our cities, between
ranging from lurid, colorful and ex- races, in universities, between age
plosive, to calm, detached and mod. groups, and between authorities and
erate and anything in between these dissidents. The thermometer would
two poles. After the problem has show dangerously high temperatures;
been presented and the speaker hope- the barometer, increasing pressures.
fully has the full and unqualified at- Loren Eiseley sees the society
tention of the audience, he then pro- "secretly homesick for a lost world of
ceeds to reveal in reassuring terms inward tranquility." In a book that
;ust what he or others are doing to will soon be on the market, The Un-
beat the problem into s-bmission, expected Universe, Eiseley writes
This is the time-proven formula, and about elements in our country and
I see no need to completely rewrite elsewhere which have deliberately
the script, although I may take some taken the road which abandons the
liberties from time to time, and even gains of the past along with hard-won
agree in advance that some of my re- conceptual tools znd values. He
medies are probably no better than writes: "The lessons of the past have
those of any other witch doctor or been found to be a reasonably secure
overworked bureaucrat. instruction for proceeding against the

While the theme of this conference unknown future. To hurl oneseff
involves information, classification, recklessly, without method, upon a
and freedom, I think it appropriate at future that we ourselves have compli.
the outset to use instruments that cated is a sheer nihilistic rejection of
more accurately describe what is going all that history, including the classi-
or than we can using our own rather cal world, can teach us."
primitive sensory equipment. If we It is extraordinary behavior to the
were able to devise a social barometer "over thirties," as we are contemp-
er thermometer, we would probably tuously characterized, to watch :deals
record the following, trampled in the name of higher ideals,

Society is in a state of flux. Anxiety which are rarely if at all described.

NCMSJ-969 11
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But I think it would be wrong to beginning to discard the linear ap.
mistake the symptoms for the disease proach towards working and thinking,
itself. That many bright and compet- where event faithfully follows cause
ent people are Leing driven to excess- and specific reactions inevitably fol-
es by their own particular Furies low specific actions. McLuhan talks
should give cause to more than pass- about "all-at-onceness," pointing out
ing concern, that a civilization that receives its

Now, I do not want to spend any knowledge by the electric media, TV,
time talking about the obvious. Every radio, etc., will not be the same as one
one in this room is just as familiar as that obtains, stores and uses its knowl-
I am with the data brought into our edge bank, based on the ink-print or
homes and offices disclosing the dis- Gutenberg medium, to use some of
equilibrium around us. The point the newer jargon.
should be made however that manage. The most probable assumption, if
ment of classification of knowledge you will accept their views, is that all
must take into consideration the ex- of the old disciplines, demarcations,
traordinary skewing and shifting that and even some institutions based on
is evident in the world we live in. the old way of thinking and doing,
None of us can operate in a vacuum; will crumble and become obsolete
we cohabit a very real world, and if with the passage of time. For many
we are to successfully adapt to the centuries, knowledge and action had
ever-changing conditions, we simply little to do with each other. Tech-
have to comprehend the present and nology until the second half of the
reasonably predict the near future, at 19th century was separate from
least. science. Today, according to Drucker,

For example, we seem to be shifting both are drawn together; moreover
from what has becn referred to as a the search for knowledge, the organ.
Cartesian view of the future in which ization of knowledge, have gravitated
the focus has been on parts and ele- around the areas of application rather
ments, to a configuration view, where than around the subject areas of the
the emphasis turns out to be instead disciplines.
on wholes and patterns, on the gestalt. In his book, The Age of Discon.
Peter Drucker has written about this tinuity, Drucker points out that:
and so has Marshall McLuhan. The "This is a symptom of the shift
latter has created a new cult, as it in the meaning of knowledge from
were, which carries its counterpart of an end in itself to a resource, that
Mao's little red book with his collect- is, a means to some result. What
ed sayings. I will have a few comments used to be knowledge is becoming
about McLuhan shortly, but I want information. What used to be tech.
to sharpen your thoughts about the nology is becoming knowledge.
meaning attached to shifting Cartes- Knowledge as the central energy of
ian thought away from the center modern society exists altogether in
ring. application and when it is put to

If these observers are correct, we are work. Work, however, cannot be

-12 NCMSJ-1969



defined in terms of disciplines. End gular procedures for widespread ex-
results are interdisciplinary out of change with other countries."
necessity." I think that it is important that we

What does it mean to recognize that understand the changing attitude to-
researcb produces information rather wards information in so many quar-
than knowledge? For one thing, it ters. The need for utilization of
becomes necessary to organize both knowedge is taking on new dimen-
the handling and the application of sions. It is inevitable that application
information to end results. Informa. of knowledge take its rightful place
tion left in vaults or files or libraries beside generation, storage, dissemina-
cannot be considered useful or legi. tion and protection of information.
timate. It is in this sense that thecommnt o theforer pesidnt, In effect, it becomes necessary to
comment of the former president, you ladies and gentlemen whose lives
Lyndon B. Johnson, made when he are dedicated to the most necessary
signed the State Technical Services task of protecting information and
Act H September 1965, becomes ir- data vital to the interests of our coun-
portant. He said: try to consider your roles against this"..the test of our generationwill not be the accumulation of background. It could very well be
killno eI thae h lavn o- true that you are powerless to do more

anowlldge. th t es o a d c . than safeguard information entrusted
passed ato your care, but you must also con-
bined. Our test will be how well we sider yourselves part of the commun-
apply that knowledge for the bet- ity that handles knowledge to obtain
terment of mankind." maximum benefits for the people of

More recently, Dr. Lee A. Du- the United States and the world. I
Bridge, the President's Science Ad- cannot help but think that it makes a
viser stated in Science (I1 August difference. You are much more than
1967): lonely custodians of information, sel-

"If the world's troubles seem ected information, as I view your
tragic and complex, this is not be- function.
cause we have too much knowledge, On the other hand, there has to be
but because we have not learned truth in something that Marshall Mc-
how to use all our knowledge ef- Luhan said in. his Medium is the Mes-
fectively." sage. He said that "real total war
Even more recently, President Nix- has become information war ... being

on stated in the International Elec- fought by subtle electric information-
tronic and Aerospace Report, Oct/ al media - under cold conditions,
Nov 1968: and constantly." This statement will

"The essence of preventing du- provide you with some amusement, I
plication of effort, and the con- would presume, because you have
sequent waste of money, lies in fully understood that fact of life long
rapid dissemination of information before it took the form of a profound
throughout the world . ..Our dictum by McLuhan. But I think it
government .. .should set up re- would be incorrect, if we simply

NCMSJ-1969 13



thought that he was referring to the space, nuclear energy, agriculture, and
so-called cold war and the protection others. There are literally hundreds of
of information necessary for our agreements between nations, bilateral
security. His concern is with the or multilateral, to exchange scientific
involvement that electric circuitry and technical information. The trend
brings to mankind. He argues: "In- appears to be almost as explosive as
formation pours upon us, instanta- the proliferation of literature.
neously and continuously. As soon as Information technology is becom-
information is acquired, it is very ing faster, larger, and cheaper with
rapidly replaced by still newer in- the passage of months. The move to-
formation." wards data banks in industry, the gov-

About this point, you might want ernment, the universities, and the pro-
to ask a question like - McLuhan fessional societies is matter of record.
may be correct when he talks about The knowledge industries, it has been
all information, but our concern is claimed, will very shortly be the larg-
more limited to a specific kind of in- est industry in the United States.
formation, so why should we worry David Sarnoff once pointed out that
about electric information and all of information has become the building
that jazz? block of modern society. A lot of

It is a good and logical question, other astute observers have said the
but I think it would be short-sighted same.
on our part if we did not recognize In some inexorable way, we seem
that scientific and technical informa- to be moving away from an era of
tion, especially the products of our information scarcity to a period of
huge United States research and de- information abundance. This does
velopment programs, is destined for not mean that all of the information
electronic information networks, net- will be worth storing. Far from it. But
works that are already in the early it will change our attitude towards
stages of development, the apparatus that gathers and stores

The Committee on Scientific and it, and perhaps encourage us to en-
Technical Information, known as gage in information birth control pro-
COSATI, of the Federal Council for grams. I would hope that this shift
Science and Technology, has had a in direction would be a matter of dis-
Task Group on National Information cussion in this important seminar.
Systems for the last four years. It has Electronic control of data is a far dif-
(tone much to provide the foundation ferent problem than control of data
for specific national information sys- that resides in locked filing cabinets.
tems in a variety of scientific and tech- The skills of the people who need to
nical fields. International groups are safeguard electronically recorded data
now moving rapidly in the direction must be different and much more de-
of new computer-based information manding.
systems in a number of fields: biome- Those of you who have been fol-
dicine, physics, chemistry, highway re- lowing the action and reading the
search, critical data, water research, minutes will know that there is a

1*t NMSJ-1I969
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fairly widespread concern in this American Association for the Ad-
country about the invasion of privacy vancement of Science completed a re-
by means of misused data banks in port on secrecy. It carried a clarion
government and the private sector. call to all scientists to resist efforts to
The data collection trend has been withhold scientific data. There was
gathering momentum, and I venture full recognition however that sonic in-
to say that each person in this room formation must be withheld, referring
has personal data about himself and to security and proprietary informa.
his family that would shock him tion. But it was hoped that restrictions
stored away in somebody's computer. would be few and the time of with-
How secure these data are should be holding short and only materials that
a concern of the individual and so- really ought to be so treated would
ciety. If your orgainization has not fall into this category. Of course, sci-
been more than passively worried entists can be expected to complain,
about the possible mischief that can and do complain, about restrictions
result from these files, it might be on their movement and disclosure of
something you might want to study. their findings to fellow scientists.
I refer to banks containing data about Sometimes, the complainers are out of
people, more specifically: marriage, line, but every now and then the fault
divorce, credit ratings, job history, lies with people who do not ir;telli-
personal references, traffic citations, gently follow their own regulations,
misdemeanors, use of drugs, automo- or show a singular lack of flexibility.
bile accidents, and taxes, to name a Woo often they follow the line-if
few. in doubt, classify. Then somebody

One of our COSATI panels is in. has to bail the department or agency
terested in this and similar problems; ciL. One of the fruits of a myopic
it is the Task Group on Legal Aspects policy is the desire on the part of
of Information Systems. Some of you people in Congress to turn basic and
are familiar with yet another some applied research over to "pure"
COSATI group, the Task Group on outfits like NSF. Sometimes a few of
Dissemination of Information, which us get the feeling that it would be a
has completed its formal study and is real boon if we could developa litmus
now putting the finishing touches on paper test for common sense in apply-
its very comprehensive report. I am ing release rules. Let me temper this
fully aware that the report will touch comment with the obscrvation that I
on a few tender nerves, pointing out am talking about a very small minor.
that some of the dissemination prac- it)'. The trouble is though every time
tices of the Federal agencies ought there is a confrontation it is magnified
to be upgraded. The Moss Act on way beyond its size and importance:
freedom of information is another in- it becomes news, anti news in this field
dicator of the temper of Congress, anti usually is negative.
therefore the people. Several months Some of the )roblem is corn-
back, the famous anthropologist, pounded by the way the regulations
Margaret Mead, and a group from the and directives are written, quite apart
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from the interpretation of their mean. trouble is, once we hide the material,
ing. It is my hope that your study it is damned hard t pry it out. Worse
groups will take a hard look at the than that, with the turnover of sci-
wording of directives and the export entists and others, the incentive to
control laws applying to data to purge the files diminishes rather than
determine what could be done to increases with time."
make them more understandable and When you discuss the matters with
workable, if this is possible. If this is administrators, we get reactions like:
done, I urge you to consider the "What can we do? It's up to the sci-
changing climate that I tried to de. entists/engineers and the security peo-
scribe earlier - information plenty pie. They have to make the decisions,
rather than scarcity and the necessity not us. Besides, if you read the record
of using new knowledge rather than you will find that nobody got his
safeguarding it. head lopped off in Congress by taking

Another part of the problem that a conservative approach to release of
needs ventilation and maybe a new information. Just about every country
approach is the uncomfortable rela- in the world wants to get the knowl-
tionship between scientists, engineers, edge we create for nothing; why
managers and security people. If we should we make it easy?
asked the question, just how much of If I have not defined the position
the scientific and technical material of each group accurately, I apologize.
kept secure really deserves such treat- If I have over-stressed the negative
ment? I am inclined to the belief that aspects, it is to point out that it is
we would get an embarrassed and devilishly hard to get good teamwork
mixed answer, depending on who and cooperation, when passing the
gives the response. The security peo- buck is so easy and convenient.
pie are usually accurate when they Just about a year ago, I gave a talk
say, "Look, we withhold only the ma- to a small government group involved
terial that the scientists and admin- in internal security. Some of you may
istrators classify as being in that have been there. Some of what I said
category in the first place." Scientists then is still relevant today. After mak-
and engineers, on the other hand, fre- ing it clear that our office did not
quently claim that their views about advocate that information of strategic,
what should be classified, how long, proprietary and security content be
and to what extent are neutralized by freely disseminated, I went on to say
security people. One of them recently a few things that might be worth
told me, "It's a farce, the security repeating.

people and the administrators make We favored the maximum exchange
the decisions; I can buy some with- of knowledge nationally and inter-
holding of certain kinds of material nationally. We still do.
and complete withholding of yet In a country with our kind of plur-
others, but the reward-penalty system alistic society, withholding informa-
we live under guarantees that a cer- tion for long periods is almost ii-
tain amount of information gets possible; additionally it is a costly
locked up just to play it safe. The process. Nloreovcr, few countries in
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the world can use the advanced tech- this statement is still accurate. I con-
nical information that we generate in cluded that talk with the hope that
time to do us competitive harm. The at least in our government where the
half-life of competitively useful data division of duties between those who
is getting shorter and shorter with the generate and disseminate data and
passage of time, and it does us no real those who are charged with safeguard.

* harm to empty our iformation banks ing them are somewhat separated
earlier in time. Perhaps it is not flat- some way will be found to work with
tering, but a considerable amount of better teamwork as we find our way
information we generate is not that through this transitional period.
good. We might be better served if Now I mist bring my talk to an
we made it more easily available to end. At this point, I would like to
fill and sometimes clog the collection affirm the value of groups such as
apparatus of potential enemies and yours. Even under ideal conditions,
erstwhile friends, just as its forms which never seem to exist, the task of
fatty matter in our own information those who have the chore of classify.
arteries that we could do without. ing information is hard and unappre-

Additionally, I pointed out that we ciated. During a period of change
are and will continue to be dependent such as we are undergoing, it becomes
on knowledge originated in other tougher. You are prone to be criticized
countries. Inventions such as sonar, when things go wrong and take the
color TV, jet engines, the Kaplan rap even when this is not justified, but
turbine, zoom lenses, polyester fibers, this is part of the game, though pain-
radar, continuous casting of metals, ful. Policies and practices in the se-
high - speed phototypesetting, holog- curity area will always be challenged,
raphy, and variable geometry aircraft and I do not think that you should
wings are examples. The knowledge leave thi game for others to play all
came from overseas, but American by themselves.
technological know-how did much to In the last couple of days, we wit-
develop them. We have only about nessed a triumph of American tech-
six percent of the world's population, nology in getting two men to the
anl it is dubious to expect that we moon, and we pray that they return
can corner the world's knowledge in safely. In a way, I believe that all of
the long run. It is dubious if we can us should be proud of their accom-
corstruct a real fence our knowledge plishiments and hope that somcthing
bank. Our unique ability in the that we have (lone, and I include clas-
United States is in exploiting new sification management, made some
developments more rapidly than other kind of contribution to this inparal-
countries, without denigrating our leled event.
capacity to uncover new and exploit- Gentlemen, I wish you an outstatid.
able basic knowledge. I think that ing seminar.
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PANEL- DISSEMINATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL
PROGRESS

Colonel Currie S. Downie
Office of Aerospace Research, USAF, Moderator

Downie: The technological progress the Executive Branch, and their deci-
of a nation is largely determined by its sion was usually final. In recent years,
ability to generate and use scientific however, something new has been
knowledge. In turn, both functions added. Congress passed Public Law
depend heavily on the wide avail- 90-23, the so-called "Freedom of In-
ability of existing knowledge to the formation Act," which added a new
members of the technological com- dimension to the decision process and
munity. Thus, effective dissemination established explicit criteria for the
of the scientific and technical infor- guidance of both government officials
mation is rightly viewed as one of the and the public.
most important responsililities of the In genera!, the law is another mile.
nation's R&D institutions, stone in the trend toward wider dis-

The Federal Government, through semination of government-generated
its agencies, is the biggest of these in- or government-held information. It
stitutions. About 16 billion dollars in recognizes the importance of and nec-
support of U. S. R&D efforts come essity for withholding certain infor-
from this single source. Effective dis- mation and spells out the conditions
semination of Government-sponsored under which it can be withheld. But
scientific and technical information it also establishes the important prin-
and its effective use in technological ciple that disclosure be the general
innovations is therefore high on the rule rather than the exception. It
list of national priorities, stipulates that all individuals have

At the same time, the government equal right of access to government
has the principal responsibility for information. Moreover, it imposes on
providing for common defense against the government the burden of justify-
potential enemies. Given the present ing the withholding, and frees the in-
unsettled world environment, and the dividual from justifying his request.
fact that superior military power is The law was established to deal
so dependent upon science and tech- with all types of information, primar.
nology, it is necessary that the govern- ily that concerned with administrative
ment exercise caution and sound matters, but it also deals with tech-
judgment in determining how much nical information. At the same time
of its technical information can be the need to review government dis-
prudently divulged. semination policies, procedures, and

This situation is not new for our mechanisms has been recognized for
government. Until recently the cri- sime time by the Committee on
teria for dissemination and withhold- Scientific anti Technical Information
ing of information have been largely (COSATI) of the Federal Council on
determined by individual officials of Science and Technology. Thus, the
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combination of these two factors led Task Group. These concepts can-be -
to the establishment of a special viewed as the principal national re-
COSATI Task Group on Dissemina- quirements for dissemination which
tion of Information. The job of this must be met if significant and mean-
group was to review the policies and ingful improvements itt Government
practices of the federal agencies, ex- dissemination practices are to be
amine them in the light of the new achieved.
law and the needs of the U. S. tech- 1. All government reports should
nical community and recommend the be freely available to the U. S. scien-
practical steps needed to fulfill the tific and technical community unless
government's responsibility, specifically exempted by the "Free-

Dissemination, as defined in Web- dor of Information Act" (5 USC 552).
ster's New International Dictionary, The only exceptions are stipulated in
is the act of disseminating or state of the Act itself and include the follow.
being disseminated; diffusion, as of ing categories which apply to scien.
ideas, beliefs, for propagation and tific and tednical information, mat-
permanence. As used by the task ters that are:
group in the context of this report it Specifically required by Executive
means the release, transfer, spread, Order to be kept secret in the in-
diffusion or exchange of information terest of the national defense or
in all its forms: oral, written, tapes, foreign policy (Exemption 1).
photos, films, drawings, documents, Specifically exempted from dis-
reports, publications, etc. Antonyms closure by statute (Exemption 3).
to dissemination are: withholding, re- Trade secrets and commercial or
stricting, or limiting full disclosure financial information o b t a i n e d
and distribution of information, from any person, and privileged or

After two years of study, interviews, confidential (Exemption 4).
and analysis the task group concluded 2. The transfer of information is
that despite the significant progress of an inseparable part of research and
the last decade, much remains to be development, anl the control and dis-
done. The principal areas where con- semination of information resulting
certed efforts are required are in the from such research and development
Sdefinition of performance criteria, is a vital element of the agencies' re-
the strengthening of certain legislative sponsibility. This position has been
mandates, the full implementation of advocated by the President's Science
the clearinghouse concept and the Advisory Committee (Weinberg Panel)
improvement of the mechanisms for and confirmed by the Federal Council
implementing Public Law 90-23 and policy which declares that "publica-
the policies of the Federal Council for tion of research results is an essential
Science and Technology. part of the research process and should

The task group wishes to call atten- be treated as an authorized expense
tion to a number of concepts de- against Government grants and con-
vcloped in earlier studies which have tracts.
guided the collective thinking of the 3. The Federal Government is re-
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sponsible for insuring that there exists journals.
in the United States at least one ac. d. A delay of not more than one
cessible copy of each significant pub. year occurs between the conclusion
lication of the worldwide scientific of research and the publication of
and technical literature. This also in- final research results. (Interim re-
cludes the responsibility for appropri- search findings should be made
ate acquiring, announcing, processing, available within six months as in
and making accessible the significant c. above.) Where patent considera-
worldwide scientific and technical tions are involved a somewhat long-
literature to qualified individuals and er period may be justified.
organizations in the United States. In view of these criteria, the task
These recommendations were first group considered the specific policy
enunciated in the 1965 System De. and operational requirements which
velopment Corporation report and would have to be fulfilled to carry out
partially included in "Policies Gov- the accepted government responsibil.
erning the Foreign Dissemination of ities. Thus, there is a requirement for:
Scientific and Technical Information 1. Each federal agency to formally
by Agencies of the U. S. Federal Gov- acknowledge that the dissemination
ernment," dated 31 Jan 1968. of its research results to the scientific

4. The technical information of community is its responsibility.
government-produced or government- 2. Criteria and guidelines to assure
sponsored technical documents must uniform and consistent interpretation
be made available within a reasonable and executiou of these basic responsi-
time and without unusual procure- bilities by the agencies.
ment effort by the potential user. The 3. Conspicuous and well publicized
task group assumes that the criteria of points of access to Government-pro.
reasonable time and unusual effort duced technical liLerature.
are met if: 4. Simple and easy procedures for

a. A delay of not more than two identifying, requesting and obtaining
weeks occurs between the request government-produced technical re-
for information or documents and ports.
its receipt. 5. Greater resources to improve the

b. The cost of the requested announcement and availability of
documents is not greater than the technical literature and/or better al-
cost of ordering and purchasing location and use of the resources al.
commercially available books or ready available.
documents of equal length and 6. An effective executive mechan-
complexity. ism to decide on the desired level of

c. A delay of not more than six improvements and for directing the
months ensues between the accep- implementation of accepted programs.
tance of a technical document 7. Periodic evaluation of the exist.
manuscript and its availability ing dissemination practices and pro-
through the government document grams to insure that they continue to
clearinghouses a n d centers, or meet the demands of the scientific
through the open professional and technical ccmmunity.
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8. Frequent review of classified and tion by the interchange of docu-
otherwise limited technical literature mentary and bibliographic infor-
to insure prompt release when the mation and by providing input to
need for protection no longer exists. the Clearinghouse for Federal Sci-

9. A comprehensive federal policy entific and Technical Informa.
concerning the dissemination of Gov. tion.
ernment technical information. oThe programs for transferring

In reflecting upon these require- government developed or spon-
ments, the task group found evidence sored technology to the industrial
of considerable progress and many im- and private sector, especially by
provements since Senator Humphrey NASA through its Technology
first highlighted some of the problems Utilization Program and by the
involved with dissemination of Gov. Office of State Technical Services
ernment information. Certain im. of the Department of Commerce.
provements resulted from the expres. *The establishment of a system of
sion of Congressional interest and focal points for scientific and tech-
concern; others were stimulated by nical information within the fed-
COSATI, or at the initiative of single eral agencies.
agencies; and still others from the co- *The selective dissemination of
operative efforts of several agencies. microfiche by the Clearinghouse,
More precisely, the progress is evident the Defense Documentation Cen-
in this partial list of achievements: ter, AEC, and NASA.

*Support of society journal publi- *Establishment and support of fed-
cations through adoption of the eral information analysis centers.
Federal Council for Science and eStrengthening and expanding the
Technology policy which author- role of the Science Information
izes payment of page charges for exc fhange.

journal articles.
*Development of the InteragencyFederal Council policy which comn- Data Exchange Program (IDEP).

mits the government to insuring Creation of Educational Research
orderly acquisition, availability Iration e tioa ReCh
and accessibility of world-wide Irmtion Cne (ERIC).
scientific and technical literature. rhe list does not include a number

w Pevelopment of guidelines to for- of less tangible, nevertheless very im-
mat standards for scientific and portant changes in the national atti-

tides toward the scientific and tech-technical reports to improve or jifraonpblmrmth

achieve wider usability ot' reports. nical information problems, from the
*Achive wmirosabilitaros. previous indifference to the present
eAdoption of microfiche standards, extensive involvement as evidenced by
.Development of subject category the committees and working groups,

lists to aid classification of govern- both inside and outside of the govern-
ment-wide scientific and technical ment. The work of COSATI, Scien-
information. tific and Technical Communications

*Cooperative efforts of AEC, DOD, Committee (SATCOM), and the re-
and NASA in minimizing duplica- cently organized Information Industry
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Association provide concrete evidence mation . . . results in duplications,
of this concern. The above listing also useless expenditure of funds, and
omits many on-going efforts to estab- other shortcomings that impair the
lish national and international sys- efficiency of various federal re-
tents for information networks to fur- search, development, test and evalu-
ther the availability of scientific and ation programs involving billions
technical information, of dollars.

Nevertheless, many problems re- The Crawford Report of 1962 pre-
main, and at times appear to be be. sentedl a strong indictment of the
yond the possibility of any reasonable mishaadling of the government's re-
solution. The task group will explore port literature:
the remaining impediments to the dis- The absence of systematic coordina-
semination of scientific and technical tion among R&D agencies precludes
information and the associated prob- optimal initial reproduction, dis-
lems, and consider a range of possible tribution and use. Some agencies
solutions. . . . attempt regularly in the pro-

duction process to anticipate all
ALEXANDER G. HOSHOVSKY current needs for documents so that

Office of Aerospace optimal press runs can be made dur-
Research, USAF ing initial reproduction for users,

As the initial step, the task group stockpiles and other purposes. In
examined seventeen previous govern- most agencies ... no such coordina-
ment studies concerned with the flow tion of agency-wide or government-
of technical information in the United wide needs is attempted regularly.
States. All of these studies found fault By improved coordination at this
with government dissemination pro- stage in the production process ..
cedures and practices. Each study pre- appreciable speed up of initial dis-
sented an array of solutions. To date tribution of information antd sig-
some recommendations have been ira. nificant reduction in workloads
plemented; others are penling adop. could be effected in secondary dis-
tion. Still other recommendations tribution anti distribution of single
have been ignored or rejected. document copies. Initial reproduc-

In reviewing these studies the task tion anti distribution need to be

group found a number of comments kept under effective, continuing
andi recommendations on the dissem- coitrol to make sure at the same
ination of information which are time that excessive quantities are
worth repeating. not automatically produced and

In 1962, Senator Hubert H. Hum- that scientists anti engineers are not
phrey forcefully called the Federal automatically burdened with irrele-

Government's attention to his finding rant materials.
that: The Crawford Task Force also ob.
The lack of an integrated system served that the policies of those agen-
for the dissemination and exchange cies which rely wholly on conventional
of scientific and engineering infor- publications for the dissemination of
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information generated in their R&D of the asymmetry between the way
activities are not satisfactory because the communist and noncommunist
any chance factors influence the re- nations handle technical information,
suits and effectiveness of these pol- the panel felt that the interests of the
icies. The absence of supplemental United States might be better served
methods to ensure accessibility and by the application of a more liberal
availability of information generated policy which in balance should lead
under government sponsorship and to more security, not less. Not being
not published in conventional jour- sure of the impact imposed by the
nals was seen as a serious weakness in DOD and AEC regulations, the panel
the management of technical infor- recommended that an ad hoc group of
mation by those agencies. Therefore the Federal Council's Committee on
the task force group recommended Scientific Information (now COSATI)
establishment of a federal clear- further examine this question.
inghouse for information covering With respect to a contractor's pro-
planned and active on-going R&D prietary rights in government pro-
efforts of the Government, as well as cured information, the panel ex-
the documented R&D results. The pressed the belief that such rights
agencies were expected to maintain posed tangled, difficult legal ques-
comprehensive up-to-date indexes of tions beyond the matter of informa.
their own current on-going R&D ef- tion transfer. The panel was of the
forts and provide prompt and appro. opinion that the efforts of developing
priate information about those efforts more .aiform government-wide pol.
to the clearinghouse for processing icies on patent rights in government
and authorized dissemination, research and development contracting

In 1963, the widely cited Weinberg should be expanded to cover pro-
Report pointed out that: prietary nonpatentable rights. Such
Barriers do exist in the flow of re- policies would aid contract adminis-
ports and other documents.., these trators in deciding whether contrac-
must be discovered and removed. tors were justified in withholding
Perhaps most important, many con- information.
tractors and lower level adminis- Following the first comprehensive
trators consider reports as only in- accumulation of data relating to fed-
cidental to the development of a eral dissemination practices, the El-
piece of hardware. If the hardware liott Committee in 1964 concluded
works well, why bother about the that:
report? The contractor is selling There may be more inrormation
equipment, not information, and being generated than can be effec-
the project officer is judged by the tively handled; there may be more
results, not by the report. arteries than are needed to carry it.
The Weinberg Panel regarded the The greater the quantity of new re-

excessively rigid interpretation of se- search information, and the more
curity regulations as an undesirable widely it is dispersed, the harder it
barrier to dissemination of informa. is for anyone to find what he is
tion. In the face of a clear recognition seeking.
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The following year (1965) a special Corporation (SDC) issued the first
panel of the Federal Council for Sci- comprehensive report sponsored by
ences and Technology under the COSATI, entitled "Recommendations
chairmanship of J. C. R. Licklider for National Document Handling
concluded that from the point of view Systems in Science and Technology"
of a scientist or engineer in a uni- which concentrated primarily on doc-
versity, industry, or in government the ument storage and retrieval. The first
arrangements for handling scientific t w o recommendations emphasized
and technical information did not availability of information:
stand out boldly and in clear relief, 1. The Federal Government has the
and did not present themselves as a responsibility to assure that there
convenient or effective tool or as a exists within the United States at
well integrated and readily compre- least one accessible copy of each
hended system. Further, the panel felt significant publication of world.
they were neither well understood nor wide scientific and technical liter-
effectively used by most scientists and ature.
engineers. The arrangements were too 2. The Federal Government has the
complex, too dispersed. In the panel's responsibility to see that there is
view the government's documentation appropriate acquiring, announcing,
iystem should present a "conspicuous processing, and making accessible
front door and simple rules for ring- the significant world-wide scientific
ing the bell." and technical liter'ture to qualified

In 1965 and again in 1966 the De- individuals and organizations in the
partment of Defense carried out the United States.
so-called "DoD User Needs Studies," Insofar as this tusk group could as.
which found that, among industrial certain, only the first recommendation
users, more than one of three docu- found an expression in a federal pol-
ment requesters run afoul of propri- icy by the Federal Council for Science
etary or security restrictions, with 60 and Technology. The second recom-
per cent involving security. Quanti- mendation which is more closely re-
tatively, , e studies reported that lated to the government's responsi-
timely awareness and timely acquisi- bility for dissemination, has yet to be
tion posed problems for more than accepted.
two out of five users. Approximately In a 1966 follow-on "Study of Ab-
20 per cent of the difficulties stemmed stracting and Indexing Services," the
from lack of timely awareness of need- Systems Development Corporation re-
ed information, and over 50 per cent ported to COSATI that it found (i)
involved delays in acquisition of in- a general lack of knowledge on the
formation. Timely awareness diffi- part of users about proper use of
culties were evenly divided between available services; (2) problems of
internal and external company sourc- quality and timeliness of abstracting-
es of information, while timely ac- indexing services-in the face of rising
quisition difficulties were much more costs, personnel shortages, and a lack
often external than internal, of information on the part of the serv-

In 1965 the System Development ices regarding user needs; and (3) in-
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adequate information within Govern. Finally, this ad hoc group offered
ment in the areas of costs, data upon as solutions (but not as recommenda.
which to base standards, and informa. tions) statutory licensing and a volun.
tion overlaps. tary clearinghouse to arrange for copy.

In response to a 1966 Congressional right permissiont.
proposal to confer exclusive rights on In August 1967 a COSATI-commis-
a copyright owner with respect to re- sioned study on "Oral/Informal Com.
production of his work for input into munications" explored and defined
an information system, COSATI ap- the boundaries of informal communi.
pointed an ad hoc group to prepare cation behavior, i.e., personal conver.
a special analysis of copyright prob- sations, office conferences, telephone
lems as they impacted upon informa. calls, meetings, and the like. The
tion systems. This group reported study, which was conducted by the
that: American Institutes for Research
The proposed copyright bill . . . (AIR), confirmed the earlier findings
may hinder the development or that informal communications play a
maximum efficient use of national large and important role in research
information systems primarily be. planning, evaluation of data, sharing
cause of the burden it imposes of of knowledge about R&D methods
contacting the owner of the copy- and techniques, evaluation of experi-
right on each item of copyrighted mental data and the acquisition of
material used by the system which state-of-the-art information. It also
is not covered by fair use or other- addressed itself to certain obstacles
wise exempted, and securing his which inhibit a full exploitation of
permission to use the material, this mode of communication.

Further, the ad hoc group recom- Accordingly, the study found that
mended: many scientists were not permitted
... input into information systems adequate use of the telephone because

not used for profit be exempt dur- of administrative restrictions which
ing an interim period from the re- often exist in many organizations, de.
quirements of the copyright law. spite the fact that the telephone is still
Since such systems are now and the best substitute for travel. The
surely will be for the next several study also found that the fundamental
years in a very primitive stage of reasons for making visits to other lab-
development, exempting them from oratories are not adequately compre-
copyright liability should not de- hended by management, and permis-
prive copyright owners of signifi- sion to travel often is withheld to the
cant amounts of revenue. At the detriment of research progress. Such
same time, an exemption will guar- visits for the purpose of studying
antee that research in this area is equipment fulfill a fundamental need
not hindered in any way by a re- for information which' presently can-
quirement that users of the system not be adequately met through other
must secure permission from a copy- means.
right owner bef,.; e they may use Several of the recommendations ad-
copyrighted material. vanced by AIR were especially rele-
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vant to improvements in the dissem, houses is an important step in the
ination process. More liberal policies dissemination of inforrmation which
were suggested on long distance tele- might not be expected to occur volun-
phone calls supported with additional tarily through the "open literature"
funds for the use of telephones. A in all cases without such intercession.
systems study was recommended with A deterrent pointed up by the panel,
a view toward establishing a nation. however, was:
wide R&D communication network ... the compartmentalization of re-
capable of carrying voice as well as search support through numerous
graphic messages. Also recommended project offices and agencies results
was the establishment of an easily ac- in widely different dissemination
cessible index of research advisors to policy interpretations. Where agen.
aid in the selection and contacting of cies have statutory responsibility for
the most appropriate and knowledge- information dissemination, or an
able people. The final recommenda. agency administration is aggressively
tion called for greater publicity for pushing in this direction, the situ-
the government's research information ation is far superior to those cases
services to try to overcome the un- where such policy is generally ig-
awareness of many researchers of the nored or only given lip service.
available information dissemination The report recommended that the
services. government insist upon full and high

The COSATI-initiated study of the quality reporting of work done under
"Role of the Technical Report in government contract and that:
Scientific and Technological Com. Adequate time and resources under
munication" was carried out in 1967 the contract must be allocated to
by the Passman Task Group. While the review function. Concern for
examining the role and use of tech- the significance of the results of an
nical reports generated by govern, effort, and their dissemination to
ment, industry, and universities, it a greater audience than those close
also provided some insight into the to the immediate project, demands
nature of dissemination problems. that this review include a concern

The Task Group observed that the for the writing, editing, data find.
government, as a sponsor of tremen- ings, dependent references and ob-
dous amounts of scientific and indus jective statements of the context
trial research, is primarily interested and limitations of the results.
ir the exploitation of this information It was suggested by the group that
for solving specific problems and as- the functions of:
suring that contract goals are met. As Dissemination evaluation and re-
a philosophical principle, the govern, view of technical reports should be
ment now recognizes the potentially explicitly added to the responsi-
wider significance of any given effort bilities of government project of-
to other groups and to other prob- ficers as an assignment from agency
lems. Thus, assuring availability of directors and administrators. These
technical reports issued under con. functions would be considered along
tract obligations through clearing with the project effort in the evalu-
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ation of the project officer's admin- ing traditional publication channels,
istrative performance. may be from two to five years. More-
In examining the question of over, the study noted (just as the earli-

whether present federal technology er Systems Development Corporation
transfer produces a net benefit to the study had observed) that while science
economy in comparison to costs of has fostered wide dissemination and
operation, the Senate Subcommittee accessibility to scientific data, both
on Science and Technology of the private industry and the Federal Gov-
Select Committee on Small Business ernment's mission - oriented agencies
(Randolph Committee) concluded in frequently restrict the distribution or
1968, that a significant proportion of accessibility of the data they generate.
government -generated technology is This is due, in some instances, to se*
not accessible to all potential users. curity or proprietary considerations;
The varied information handling in others to insufficient incentives to
techniques were found to be incom, expend Government funds or efforts
patible and uncoordinated, and coun. to make the data available to other
seling, referral, and dissemination users.
services were found not to be equally Among the many recommendations
available to all regions of the country, submitted by this study, three im
to all industries, or all businesses. The pinge directly on improvements of
committee also felt that the Mutual the communications process. The first
Security Act, Title 22, USC, Section recommendation proposes establish-
1934, and the Export Control Act, ment of a National Index of Scientific
Title 50, USC Appendix, Section 2021, and Technical Data, consisting of sub-
as presently constituted, have the ef- indexes covering data resources of
fect of restricting public announce. interest to different user communities.
ment of a significant number of tech- The second recommendation advo-
nical reports, thus denying to Ameri- cates adoption of a federal policy
can business access to useful publicly statement to encourage the availabil-
developed technology. The review of ity and accessibility of scientific and
these acts was recommended. technical data to as many potential

In addition to specific recommenda- users as possible. The policy should
tions relating to information analysis not conflict with full recognition of
centers and creation of a nationwide the property rights of individuals or
system of referral contact offices, the organizations. Rather, it should be
subcommittee recommended evalua. promulgated with a specific deline.
tion and compaction of raw informa- ation of private data (data which an
tion into interpreted, readily-usable organization or individual does not
packages conforming to uniform, desire to disclose or release), propri-
high-quality standards. etary data (data which the owner or

In 1968 the COSATI - sponsored possessor will release under prescribed
study of "Scientific and Technical conditions such as payment of a fee),
Data Activities in the United States" and public data (data for which own.
found that the time lag between data ership and possession is in the public
generation and dissemination, utiliz- domain). Government support should
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be given to efforts for removal of the the problems of dissemination of
barriers which result in data being patent information to the general
restricted, when in fact, the owner or technical public. It is difficult to
holder has no objections to use of the determine which Patent Office of-
data by others. ficial is responsible for this func-

The third recommendation pro- tion. The Patent Office's Officc of
poses federal action to guarantee that Information Services has made some
data generated under government efforts to disseminate information
sponsorship are managed to assure about the patent file and the search
maximum use. This would be accom- tools available for its use. Although
plished by requiring direct, even if some limited success has been
minimal, effort to carry out the of- achieved by this small program, the
jective on all federal research and dissemination of patent information
development programs, and would be is clearly regarded as an unimpor-
supplemented through a central clear. tant by-product of internal Patent
inghouse which would support the Office operations.
special operations required to move Also in A968 the Department of the
data from restricted or limited use Air Force sponsored a study on the
contexts to those in which data has "Diffusion of Abstracting and Index-
broader visibility and greater use ing Services for Government Spon-
potential. sored Research," which reported that

In 1968, the Department of Com- federal documentation centers may be
merce appointed an Ad Hoc Commit. doing a creditable job in supporting
tee to study and make recommenda- the missions of their agencies, but:
tions on Recommendation XXIX and it is obvious that thousands of re-
XXX of the "Report of the Presi- search-oriented industrial organiza-
dent's Commission on the Patent Sys- tions, educational and nonprofit in-
tem." The Urbach Committee on stitutions and private individuals,
Patent Documentation, in considering do not receive the federally-pro-
dissemination aspects of patent infor- duced abstracting and indexing
mation, concluded that: services and, what may be more

Access to the patent literature today significant, have no knowledge of
is difficult for any but the skilled their existence.
patent practitioner. The single lo- Among the most recent publications
cation of the public search room in which have dealt with dissemination
the Washington, D. C. area, the problems is the recently released re-
cumbersome p a t e n t classification port of the Committee on Scientific
system which is unintelligible to the and Technical Communication (SAT-
uninitiated and the lack of clarity COM) of the National Academy of
in the patent specifications them. Sciences. The problem of dissemina-
selves all contribute to inhibiting tion is treated in a number of sections,
the broad use of the patent liter- but of greatest relevance here is its
ature by the technical public, finding that obstacles to effective util-
The Patent Office itself devotes al- ization of secondary (indexing and
most no effort to considerations of abstracting) services result primarily
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from a lack of awareness of the exist- emptions from disclosure, as provided
ence of such services, difficulties in by Public Law 90-23, the "Freedom of
gaining access to them, and in com. Information Act", exist in matters
plcxities of their use. Concurrent with that are:
the difficulties of obtaining these serv. *Specifically required by Executive
ices themselves are the problems of Order to be kept secret in the in-
gaining access to documents that they terest of national defense or for-
identify, particularly technical reports eign policy (Exemption #1).
and other federal documents. SAT- *Specifically exempted from disclo-
COM finds that persons wishing to sure by statute (Exemption #3).
purchase, borrow, or obtain copies of *Trade secrets and commercial or
documents from federal agencies dis- financial information obtained

, cover that there are a multitude of from a person, and privileged or
agencies responsible for their sale, confidential (Exemption #4).
loan or duplication, and a wide vari- Additional impediments to dissem-
ety of procedures to be followed. ination are encountered in the follow.

ing areas:
JAMES J. BAGLEY Where the means of publication,

U.S. Naval Research Laboatory printing and servicing requests for
documents are inadequate.

The key findings of major studies Where access to unclassified tech.
on the obstacles to dissemination of nical information requires specific
scientific and technical information authorization.
and the progress that has been made Where informal/oral communica-
to date have been discussed previous- tions are inhibited by administra-
ly. What follows is concerned mainly tive restrictions, and/or funding
with those areas of dissemination im- limitations.
pediments wherein additional prog- There is a deep and continuing
ress may be made. conflict in U. S. policy between the

Major obstacles to effective dissem- need for greater public dissemination
ination of information arise from the and the equally pressing need for of-
lack of clear policy guidance for the ficial secrecy. Any attempt toward res-
intentional withholding of informa- olution of these diametrically opposed
tion by means of security classifica- policies undoubtedly would involve
tion, limitation statements, etc., and achieving a consensus. In the final
also from the technical and oper- analysis, each case for disclosure must
ational problems involved. These in- be resolved on its own merits-wheth-
clude obtaining adequately trained er the arguments for withholding are
and educated personnel and sufficient stronger or better justified than the
funding to perform the necessary ab- arguments for release.
stracting, indexing, and other re- Significant progress has been made
quired tasks, and improved mechan. in the last six years in the control of
isms for dissemination of information, classified information by the defense

As previously mentioned, the task agencies. The Department of Defense
group finds the most significant ex- in 1963 instituted a Classification
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Management program which estab- tage. Thus, classified information
lished criteria for applying security should be regularly reviewed and
classification to information, limited downgraded, as time depreciates the
the number of individuals authorized value of the information to national

* to classify information, and required security.
the generation of classification guides Dr. Vannevar Bush summarized his
for the edification of individuals do. views of the relation of security to
ing classified work. The purpose of research in his book, Science, the End-
these guides is to establish, with as less Frontier, in 1945, as follows:
much precision as possible, what in- "Our ability to overcome future
formation on a particular project is enemies depends upon scientific
classified, the level of classification, advances which will proceed more
and the reason for the classification. rapidly with diffusion of knowledge
It also established the period of time than under a policy of continued
the information is classified. For ex- restriction of knowledge now in our
ample, the information may be ex. possession."
empt from automatic declassification, Dissemination of scientific and tech.
it may be downgraded but not auto- nical information within that portion
matically declassified, or it may be of the government concerned with
automatically declassified after a national defense is and will continue
period of time, generally twelve years to be a problem; a problem which, in
or earlier, depending on the circum. the simplest terms, is reduced to one
stances. The automatic downgrading question-Will dissemination help or
and declassification feature of the pro. hurt the national defense? Although
gram is effective, and has been placed there is a general consensus within the
into effect by all the defense agencies. technical community that the real se-
Ultimately, this facet of the classifica. curity of the United States would best
tion management program will go far be served by stringent limitations on
in reducing the great volume of clas- the use of secrecy, this question de-
sified information withheld by the de- serves far greater study than is pos-
fense agencies. However, more prog. sible by this task group.
ress is needed. There is still no system There will always be a need to pro.
of incentives to downgrade or declassi. tect information about people and in-
fy information; there is no penalty for stitutions. The government must have
overclassifying information. There are access to private information and the
no mandatory requirements for review donors of the information must be
of classification decisions and as a con- assured that their private information
sequence unnecessarily large quanti- will be protected from improper dis-
ties of classified information are being closure to competitors.
created. It is certain that some controls on

Classification, when applied to in- the dissemination of scientific and
formation, is time-limited. Its purpose technical information will continue.
is to gain lead-time, to protect infor- In this respect the Committee on Sci.
mation critical to military operations, ence in the Promotion of Human
and to protect technological advan. Welfare of the American Association
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for the Advancement of Science made duction or manufacture, or
an in-depth study of "Secrecy and Dis- "b. Research, development, and en-
semination in Science and Technol- gineering technology concerning an
ogy" and concluded: "In our view it article on the U.S. Munitions List,
is not secrecy as such that threatens or
the integrity of the scientific process, "c. Any technology which advances
but excessive and inappropriate uses the state-of-the-art or established a
of serecy.... . new art in an area of significant

Among the major statutory ob. military applicability, or
stacles to dissemination are certain "d. Information as defined in Title
provisions of the "Export Control Act 22, CFR 125.03 Classified Informa.
of 1949" and the "Mutual Defense tion."
Act of 1951". These acts prohibit the In the Export Control Act, the def-

* export of articles, materials or sup. inition is limited primarily to infor-
plies, including unclassified technical mation related to production or manu.

* data or any other information pertain. facturing--technology rather than re-
ing thereto, to any nation threatening search-related. In the latter case (the
the national security of the United ITAR), the definition is so broad that
States. It is required that countries any information generated or created
receiving military, economic or fin. by a defense agency could be included.
ancial assistance from the United A definition of the term "significant
States agree to embargo shipment of military applicability" is conspicuous
certain materials to nations threaten by its absence. The Department of
ing U. S. security under penalty of Justice added to the statutory confu-
withdrawal of such assistance. The sion by its opinion with respect to
acts are administered by the Depart- Section 552(b)(4) of the Administra-
ment of Commerce which maintains tive Procedures Act in which it said
a Comprehensive Export Schedule that: "An important consideration
and issues Export Bulletins of con. should be noted as for formulae, de-
trolled articles. signs, research data, etc., which, al-

Obstacles are found in the provi. though set forth on pieces of paper,
sions of the Mutual Security Act of are significant not as records but as
1954 which limits the export of arms, items of valuable property." These
ammunition, implements of war and may have been developed by or for
unclassified technical data or infor- the government at great expense.
mation relating thereto, and is admin- There is no indication anywhere in
istered by the Department of State via the consideration that the Congress in-
its International Traffic in Arms Reg- tended, by Subsection (c), to give such
ulation (ITAR). In the International property to every citizen or alien who
Traffic in Arms Regulation, Title 22, is willing to pay the price of making
CFR 125, technical data is defined as: a copy. Where similar property in pri.

"a. Information concerning an ar- vate hands would be held in confi.
tide on the U.S. Munitions List dence, such property in the hands of
which enables its use, operation, the United States should be covered
maintenance, repair, overhaul, pro- under exemption 4: "The provisions
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of this section shall not be applicable weapons systems and installations and
to matters that are . . trade secrets other technology restricted by U. S.
and commercial or financial informa- Mutual Security Acts." Major com-
tion obtained from any person and mands of the military departments
privileged or confidential." have issued directives requiring that

These guidelines have been various, all technical information generated
ly interpreted by the defense agencies be, as a minimum, marked with this
when release concerns advanced tech- statement, because all information is
nology which, in the hands of some generated as the result of military re-
foreign countries, could significantly quirements and is considered to have
advance their military readiness. In a "potential intelligence value." Some
few instances, military departments of these commands have also issued
have taken the position that all R&D directives removing from subordinates
information generated has potential the authority to release technical in-
intelligence value and could enhance formation to the public. It certainly
the military posture of a potential cannot be denied that some unclas-

-enemy. sified information has intelligence
In 1965, the Department of Defense value, or that some information

issued a directive to apply distribution should have been classified, or that
limitation statements, of varying de- there is a "potential" risk in the pub-
grees of control, to technical reports. lication of some information, or that
Although the directive was applicable there have been instances of improper
to both classified and unclassified in- dissemination. However, the means
formation, its most detrimental effect employed to achieve control often
is on the dissemination of unclassified seem inappropriate.
information. The net effect of the While it is a generally accepted fact
directive is that the flow of unclassi- that the purpose of military research
fied information to the technical com- and development is to improve U. S.
munity outside the government has military poszure, it is equally true that
been greatly reduced. One of the the benefits to the national economy
principal offenders is Distribution of military R&D cannot be predicted
Statement #2 which reads: "This with any degree of validity. However,
document is subject to special export history indicates that several items de-
controls and each transmittal to for. veloped for military purposes have
eign governments or foreign nationals had wide economic benefit - atomic
may be made only with prior approval energy, radar, and microelectronics,
of (controlling DOD office)." The for example. Restrictions on the dis.
basis for applying the statement is: emination of such information is
"Information included that was fur- contrary to Congressional interest in
nished by a foreign government; com- technological transfer or technology
mercial competition with foreign utilization, the passing of knowledge
firms; protection of technical know- to industry to improve technology,
how relating to critical products or and for development of new skills to
manufacturing processes, tests and enhance the national economy.
evaluation of military operational The inevitable result is increasing
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pressure by technical societies, the specific permission of the originator
technical community, universities, and before distribution may be made by
members of Congress to correct the the Defense Documentation Center.
situation. The point may be illus- The process by which a requester may
trated by the fact that in FY 1967, obtain a report controlled by State-
45% of the unclassified information ment 5 is both cumbersome and time-
received by the Defense Documenta- consuming. According to Mrs. S. 0.
tion Center was restricted from public Jones of the McDonnell-Douglas Cor-
dissemination by enforcement of the poration, at a presentation to the
International Traffic in Arms Regu- National Security Industrial Associ.
lation by the Department of State, ation in Los Angeles on 7 May 1969,
and the Export Control Acts by the documents marked with Statement 5
Department of Commerce. take an average of two and one-half

The core problem is that the effect months to obtain. Also, some originat.
of the Export Control Acts and the ing organizations do not even take the
International Traffic in Arms Regu. trouble to reply to the letters rques:-
lation on the Department of Defense ing authorization to obtain the docu-
is, at the decision-making level, mis- ments, since few DOD personnel are
understood. Because of this, honest familiar with DDC Form 55 and know
individuals, knowing that they will what to do with it. Here, the task
not be criticized for withholding in- group believes that DOD should es-
formation, but that they may be criti- tablish an appellate process by which
cized for inappropriately releasing a requesters may (1) obtain answer;
technical document, tend to take the promptly to inquiries and (2) appeal
easy way out and limit dissemination, disapproval notices received from or-
What is urgently needed, and what iginating agencies without explana.
is recommended elsewhere in this tion.
report, is that COSATI convene an The Copyright Law poses a dilem.
interagency committee to review the ma for the dissemination of govern-
Mutual Security Act and the Export ment sponsored research. Ideally, in-
Control Acts. These laws as they are formation should flow freely from
now implemented have the net effect scientist to information publisher to
of denying technical information to information prrcessor to user. The
American business and the general Copyright Law functions to assure
public, both the author and the publisher a

A special area of concern is the material return for their efforts as
DOD practice of limiting access to well as to protect the integrity of the
technical documents by its distribu- author's work. However, a large part
tion statements. Especially trouble- of the R&D is sponsored by the
some are distribution statements #4 government, which has a policy that
and #5 which may have little rela- information developed at taxpayer's
tionship to the exemptions authorized expense should be freely available to
by the Freedom of Information Act. anyone. When government-sponsored
Statement 4 limits distribution to research is published in copyrighted
DOD only. Statement 5 requires the journals, the taxpayer is bound by the
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provisions of the law. When informa- tential contractors to the Federal Gov.
tion is published by the sponsoring -!rnment - cost estimates, proposed
agency, it is freely available. With the techniques, etc.- which are matters
total numbers of professional and a business organization does not want
other journals now in excess of 35,000 to become known to competitors, must
and the costs of journals rising each be protected.
year, not many libraries can afford to The complexity of public business
have an extensive journal collection is such that even minor policy issues
which covers all government-spon- can be expected to engage the atten-
sored research. tion of several departments in the

Another problem is how to deal Executive Branch, and many bureaus
with translations of copyrighted mate- and other sub-units within those de.
rial, particularly since it is estimated partments. The setting forth of the
that forty-five per cent of the world's various alternatives supported by tech-
scientific literature is in a language nical information and the reaching of
other than English. The problems logical authoritative decisions involves
arise not only from the availability of many organizations and many people.
translators, but in making a transla- The decision-making process generateg
tion widely available, because of the a number of draft papers and internal
probable violation of the Universal memoranda which are written neither
Copyright Law and the difficulties in with a balanced viewpoint nor with
getting a copyright release from the a clear exposition for the uninformed
originator, outsider. To make all of these papers

Congress authorized revision to the available and understandable would
1909 Copyright Law in 1955 and since impose severe burdens upon routine
that time there have been many hear- governmental business. More import-
ings and studies on this complex prob- antly, those developing the policy
lem with little substantive progress. papers should be free to discuss the
This task group sees little point in issues without feeling the need for
reiterating the arguments brought out building in the defenses and reserva-
in these studies beyond urging that tions that would be called for in pub-
COSATI attempt to establish a posi- lic releases dealing with necessarily
tion on the subject and be prepared controversial issues.
to furnish advice to Congress. The The Government Printing Office
COSATI Task Group on Legal As- (GPO), an element of the Legislative
pects is currently studying this prob. Branch of the Government, "has a
lem. two-fold responsibility with respect to

The Federal Government must have collecting and disseminating scientific
information about what the contrac- information: (1) reporting on its in-
tor proposes to do and how charges ternally sponsored research and de-
are to be paid, while business organ- velopment projects, and (2) selling
izations have a right to keep their Government publications . . . The
internal affairs concealed from the Public Documents Division is respons-
view of competitors. Proprietary in- ible for distributing and sale of Gov.
formation about contractors and po- ernment publications printed by GPO
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and for compiling and issuing official in Science. "The Book of Mars is such
catalogs and indexes announcing the an excellent book that it's a pity it's
availability of all Government reports virtually unavailable for purchase ....
not confidential in nature, produced we ordered the book from the Govern-
both in and out of GPO. This Divi- ment Printing Office more than three
sion has no jurisdiction over the de- months ago. As of this writing, copies
cision to issue any of the publications, ... still have not arrived."
nor can it impose limitations on the There are still considerable delays
distribution. An inaccurate statement in obtaining requested data from
of the function of the Public Docu- other agencies. For example, the task
ments Division appears in the U. S. group received a letter from one in-
Governmental Organization Manual, dividual who asks: "If in fact the
as follows: "The Superintendent of government is really interested in its
Documents is the sales agent for effectiveness of information dissemi-
United States Government Publica- nation then why does it take four
tions." To be accurate, the following weeks for the Patent Office to fill
words should be added: "Printed by orders for patents?"
GPO." (The Clearinghouse sells those Copies of technical publications
U. S. Government publications made prepared by Congressional commit-
available to it whether printed by tees, those dealing with science and
GPO or elsewhere). technology policy, etc., are sometimes

The official announcement media extremely difficult to obtain, especial-
of the GPO, the Monthly Catalog, ly if the requester is not in the Wash-
which lists publications printed by ington, D. C., area. "Committee Print"
the GPO for federal departments, reports, those printed in limited quan-
bureaus, agencies and the Congress tity only for members of the indivi-
does not include comprehensive list- dual Congressional Committee, are a
ings from GPO field or regional case in point. For example, this task
printing plants. This is a serious lack group found it nearly impossible to
of bibliographic control. obtain a copy of the report "Federal

The task group has been exposed to Statutes on the Availability of Infor-
the evidence of delays in getting pub. mation." Only a few copies of this
lications printed by GPO. One agen. report had originally been printed
cy, Health, Education and Welfare, and there was one copy at the Library
reported it had formerly published a of Congress and one copy at the Ar-
publication through the Chicago field chives building, neither of which
plant of GPO, but when the distribu. could be loaned. Congressional re-
tion list exceeded the number per. ports dealing with science and tech-
mitted for a field office, HEW had to nology should be deposited with the
suspend publication since the central Clearinghouse where copies can be
GPO office was so slow that the in. quickly made available on request.
formation was outdated by the time While the major portion of the
it appeared in print. Another example impediments discussed in this report
of the slowness in printing is a review relate to the formal document litera-
of the Book of Mars, which appeared ture, the task group cannot avoid
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those impediments which inhibit the provements that have been accom-
smooth functioning of the greater plished in dissemination during the
(and perhaps more effective) dissemi- present decade, there are still many
nation process -oral/informal com- impediments :'nd obstacles to the dis-
munication. Here the task group fully semination of information. Some of
agrees with the postulation that new these impediments are briefly sum-
ideas (whether technical or nontech- marized as follows:
nical) are transferred by persons and 1. There is the lack of permanent
not reports. And for people to do availability of those scientific and
this effectively, they must operate in technical publications printed by the
an environment which is conductive Government Printing Office; there is
to inter-personal relationships - tele. inadequate bibliographic control over
phone, attendance at meetings, and these publications, and there is dis-
personal visits to laboratories to ac- satisfaction in delays in printing and
quire the knowledge they seek. availability of these publications.

The communication of technical 2. There is little incentive to de-
information tends to be a unique classify security classified information;
problem in that the required constant there is no requirement for periodic
feedback and clarification in the review of security classified informa.
process of communication is best done tion; there is no penalty for over-
during a person-to-person confronta- classifying information.
tions. According to various estimates, 3. The Export Control and Mutual
more than 50% of the actual scientific Security Acts, as variously interpreted
and technical dissemination is done by the departments and agencies, are
in this manner. The foundation of an a major deterrent to dissemination.
environment conducive to effective 4. During periods of budgetary re-
communication is the freedom to use striction there is always a tendency of
the telephone and to travel. Here the executive agencies to cut back on
task group has found restrictions us- oral/informal communications by lim-
ually imposed by nontechnical admin- iting travel to meetings, telephone
istrators throughout the government conversations, personal communica-
who fail to appreciate the effects of tions, face-to-face discussions. This
these restrictions on technological type of communication is vital to
progress in their own agencies as well information transfer.
as the nation as a whole. It is un- 5. The Copyright Law is an im-
fortunate, for example, that travel pediment to the free flow of informa-
which is usually an identifiable line- tion. With centralized computerized
item in an agency's budget is often the information banks being set up, copy-
first to be cut during periods of severe right is becoming more of a problem
funding limitations, often without as time goes on, rather than less.
adequate thought about its effect 6. Proprietary information includ-
upon the technical communication ing trade secrets and certain commer-
process. cial and financial information must

The task group finds that despite be protected. However, as with all
the considerable advances and im- categories of limitations, information
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is occasional determined to be pro. be so designated, thereby contributing
prietary when in fact it should not to the overall withholding problem.

REMOTE SHARING OF CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION AND PROGRAMS

Bernard Pao%, National Security Agoncy
The existence of computer networks Some enterprise cases are extremely

to share data and to act as informa. difficult to accomplish and absolutely
tion and storage retrieval mechanisms require support of major computers.
raises some questions of interest to the Therefore, classified information and
Classification Management Society. programs must be entered in com-
Should classified information and pro- puters. Because of the difficulty in
grams be entered into such systems? the generation of programs and data
Is it desirable, necessary, possible or base management, available classified
avoidable to have classified informa data and programs can only be ac-
tion of programs in a remote access cessible by remote access computers.
system? Is it possible to have classified in-

Is it desirable to have classified in. formation and programs on com-
formation and programs in a remote puters? The answer has to be yes. So
access system? From a pure security let us now define the problem a
point of view the answer is surely no. little more and say, is it possible to
Pure security would reduce the have classified information and pro-
amount of classified information grams on a remote access computer in
which must be protected and would a secure manner? Again, I assert the
like to protect all that there is as answer is yes. This is not a trivial
well as is possible. The easiest way to question, nor an inexpensive ques.
avoid losing classified information is tion. There is a cost to security as
to have none of it. The next is to iso- there is a cost to guards, stamps, locks
late it in a secure vault which no one and vaults. There is a cost to security
opens. However, management's point on computers. At times ways ratio of
of view is that classified information the cost of security for computers
programs must be made available on seems a little higher than the ratio of
remote access systems, not because this other security costs. This may not be
is a status symbol, but because it is true. We will examine this latter.
necessary. Is the remote sharing of classified

As a necessity, classified informa. information and programs avoidable?
tion and programs should be avail- It is avoidable only if we are to de-
able to remote access systems or the prive the national efforts of the util-
enterprises of the U.S. government ization of large data bases and the
and its contractors. These vital pro- utilization of large computational
grams must be well managed and sup- capabilities, the advantages of com-
ported by good computer resources. pater managed communications net.
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works, the advantages of computers in computers can be remote accessed.
command and control systems. Be- The simplest and easiest to manage
cause command and control, rocket is an inquiry only system, such as
launch, and other major programs of airlines reservation or stock control.
the armed services are not optional, Inquiry includes entering material in-
the remote sharing of classified infor- to a data base or retrieving data from
mation and programs is not avoidable, it, but in no way altering the avail.

Does classified information differ able functions to the user. The typical
from classified programs? In a sense user has a set of specific commands
it does, very substantially so. Infor. which he can utilize to ask particular
mation is the product and the subject questions of the data base. Or he has
of communications arid is protectable a set of commands and capabilities
with certain relaxations that are im- for entering or correcting those por-
portant to its management. Some of tions of the data base which he is
these characteristics lower the cost and authorized to manage. Inquiry in this
expense of manipulating it. This sense is definitely easier to control
might be illustrated by considering and manage under a real-time soft-
that a typical message can stand a ware secure system than is a more
few letters of garble and still be com- general case where the individual may
pletely useful to the recipient. Most write particular programs to compute
communicators have already devel- or derive answers which he wishes.
oped a manner of writing which The next step in the scale of dif-
avoids the hazard of completely in- ficulty for protection is the interpre-
verting the meaning of a message. tive system, such as BASIC, JOSS or
Typical of this is the "not, repeat not" QUICKTRAN. These systems pro-
sequence found in certain messages. vide a capability to the individual
At this time there has not been a suf- user to construct a program which will
ficient development or awareness by answer specific needs. Such systems
some of the computer community of take a fair number of functions which
the difficulty of suppressing garbles. are quite general in nature and patch
They rely on large block sum-checks them together to produce a computer
and retransmission. However, there sequence which produces the required
are developments in handling codes answer;. The programs written under
and forward error correcting codes such systems can be quite powerful
which represent a substantial im. and derive the full range of material
provement in this area. Information which a general user migl.t want.
does differ from programs at this time However, from a computer point of
for remote access computers because view, interpretive systems are more
communicators are more experienced costly than they need be because of
in dealing with information than they the interpretive requirements. They
are with programs. It is to be expected also lack a generality which could be
that the handling programs will reach crucial in plans for later expansion.
the same level of excellence as time The interpretive system can be as
goes by. secure as any other system, but might

There are several levels on which be less immune to machine failure
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than a more general machine Ian- It is hardly necessary to lean on this
guage system which considers the user as a specification at a meeting of the
to be significantly more hostile than National Classification Management
does the interpretive system. Society. The Society must be all too

The final or most difficult case to aware of the difficulty of impressing
manage in a remote access system is line and operation managers of their
the full capability system. Some set of requirements to recognize security
users at some set of terminals may short comings or classification man-
write in any language they choose in- agement difficulties.
cluding machine language. Control- Difficulty of having competent se-
ling this requires the construction and curity officers with an appropriate
management of bounds registers on command overview of the computer
both data and program. It requires system can be very serious. Too many
proper control of I/O devices, I/0 computer systems are operated by a
access, clocks and allocations of the contract software house using sub-
various resources of the computer. contract software houses in an open
This is all accomplished by the mon- environment with the computer sys-
itor. If the monitor is sufficiently tem maintained by vendors. Some-
secure, it protects the system against times this is supplied for a subman-
debug errors or even more hostile use agement element which may not even
by an intelligent individual. On most be fully aware of the security of the
systems, assault on the integrity of array of data which is being passed on
the system comes from an improperly the computer system. This is very
debugged program. It seldom comes hazardous especially in situations
from hostile agents. where the operating element for the

What are the prerequisites for hay- computer is one that was chosen for
ing a secure remote access system the convenience or ease of fiscal re-
which is useful to a specific enterprise? sponsibility. Comptrollers have a

The management of the enterprise strong understanding of the need to
must be aware of the need for security manage the pennies and the dollars.
and must see that this security exists. They sometimes fail to understand the
Further, and more difficult to accom- technical interplay of various pieces
plish, the management must be com- of data. The expertise to make a
petent, specify what security is desir. judgement about whether a software
able, determine what the character system is secure, or a computer system
istics of secure operations are, and to is secure, consists of more than the
judge whether or not the security has ability to write a program, more than
been obtained, the ability to measure whether or not

Some managements have not con. the operators are spending too much
sidered that there is a threat to the time mounting tape, and more than
security of the system. There are more the ability to register jobs in and out.
than a few threats. An assessment of Important judgements must be made
the threats to the integrity of the data and documented about the configur.
and the system is an important part ation, the competence of the monitor
of the management's responsibility, and the possible breaches of security
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which can be caused by failures in the be possible for this monitor to be
standard operating procedures. The acceptable. The acceptability of the
establishment of valid and effective monitor is a management decision
operating procedures is a difficult but that must be made after a careful
absolutely necessary requirement. analysis and competent study. Secure

Any remote system which utilizes monitors cannot be assumed for any
communication lines must have com- computer on the market at this date.
munications lines which are appropri- Specifications for a secure monitor
ately protected. This can vary from have been made by other papers.
small considerations like the lines Appropriate work space must be
should have a great deal of physical provided for the terminals which util-
integrity, to higher and higher levels ize the remote access computer. It is
of attention, such as niithentication certainly not acceptable to have secret
system and enciphering systems. material typable or displayable in a

The computer must be operated in space cleared only for confidential.
a controlled, secure fashion. It is dif- Questions of physical security manage.
ficult to imagine that one can rent ment, therefore, are of considerable
time on a main frame, using someone importance. On occasion, people have
else's operators, and operate in a proposed that we have terminals
secure fashion. It is, therefore, nec- which are operating principally in
essary that appropriate contractual open areas. An area cannot be open
or proprietory arrangements be made and contain secure material at the
so that the computer is effectively same time subject to arbitrary view.
under the control of the enterprise. ing by unknown persons. The phys-
Under the effective control of the ical security arrangements for the
enterprise may encompass including handling of most classified materials
engineering personnel and mainte- will adequately protect the general
nance personnel in the operating en- form of the terminals available.
terprise. The securing of the computer It is important that appropriate
center extends to many attributes of work spaces for the terminals take
physical security which are adequately into consideration the comfort and
covered by appropriate governmental convenience of the operator. If the
regulations and literature of the in- space gets too hot he will leave the
dustrial security industry, door open and violate security. It is

For the system to operate satisfac- unreasonable to put a good, loyal,
torily, it needs a itally secure monitor. trustworthy and discrete operator in
The secure executive system controls a small airless cubby-hole, with a heat
the computer at all times. Most exec- generating terminal that is too noisy
utive systems are supplied by the and inconsiderate of his feelings.
manufacturer. In many cases the sup- Personnel selected for operation of
plied monitor is not satisfactory for the system need not be super-loyal
providing security on a National Se- people, nor should they be overly
curity level. For many other enter- qualified. They should be adequately
prises, such as banks, insurance com- qualified for the job at hand. They
panies and airline industries, it would hlould then be given a standard oper-
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ating procedure which is clear and acceptable and force that to be
specific on their obligations and changed? This is a physical test. If
responsibilities. Personnel considera- the machine ordinarily types "error,"
tions also demand that sufficient at- could it be changed to type "failure"
tention be given to the question of on the command of a single individual
turnover of systems managers, systems who has specific authority to enforce
programmers, and audit personnel, it. If this is not true, there is reason
The security personnel, the personnel for doubt that there is sufficient
who make the security work, must not strength in the chain of command to
be so transient as to turn the whole guarantee that the machine would
project into a farce. operate in a secure fashion. It is

There must be an auditing activity, strongly felt, by this author, that the
There should be an inspectorate or situations where the machine is fur-
auditor activity which determines that nished by one vendor and maintained
the minimum security criteria are be- by another, with systems designed by
ing met on a daily basis. It is not a third, programmed by a fourth and
acceptable to assume that security can operated by part time students from
be established by doctrine, specifica, a graduate school under the auspices
tion, and even preliminary training of a committee which meets semi-
without continuous review. Security annually, cannot ever be considered
enforcement is a specific nondelegat- a secure installation. Security is based
able responsibilit,,, of the management on responsibility with authority.
of the enterprise. There must be a It is easy when stressing the need
continuous review cn the part of the for strength in the chain of command
senior manager that auditing is going to give the impression that excessive
on and that it is effective and respons- rigidity is needed. This is not true.
ible. At times in certain enterprises Standard operating procedures must
because the atvditing activity has provide for exceptional conditions.
found nothing, it is suggested that There are many exceptional condi.
auditing should be discontinued or tions where there must be a local
lowered in value eor varied. This is not authority who can make the excep.
acceptable on the same basis where tions on the spot for immediate per-
no one tried to break into the vault formance. The system must continue
that we should only lock it on alter. to meet the requirements of the enter-
nate Thursdays. prise which has the computer. There

It is clear from the prerequisites is some concern that the exceptional
that certain tests can be made about conditions will be forced by a hostile
whether a specific enterprise is or external threat, solely for the purposes
could be secure. A 3imple test one can of exploiting the exceptional condi-
make is a test of the chain of com- tions. This should receive due con.
mand. Is the chain of command spe- sideration by the security officer con.
cific? Is there a single individual who cerned. However, in general, operating
could walk up to the main frame of computer systems have many difficul-
the machine, notice that the type- ties and many exceptional conditions
writer is typing out something un- which are beyond the control of both
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the owner and the hostile threat to the each enterprise which seeks to operate
computer system. These exceptional a secure remote access system, man-
conditions must be met. agement has the responsibility to state

If one is operating a computer sys. specifically what the threats are.
tern for the United States Government Further, management must state
a security stop can say that file X can- what is an acceptable rate of failure.
not be printed. If the man on the It is impossible to state that there
other end requesting file X is the never shall be a failure, since this
President of the United States, you level of performance cannot be con-
must have a bypass. If there is not a ceivably funded for. One must specify
secure, thought out approach to by- the failure rate as one message in ten
passing that security stop, the machine thousand, one random message in a
will arbitrarily be forced to pass all hundred thousand, or one message in
security stops to print out the file. ten. There is some level of perform.
For the owner or commander of the ance which is acceptable and the man.
enterprise will have his work done. agement has the responsibility to spell
That is the purpose of the computer. it out.
The important concept here is that In summary, security of classified
foresight and provision for override data in a remote access system, even
and exception, the bulk or a majority as in any batch system, will be as good
of the security mechanisms can be as the management wants it to be,
kept enforced, can aid and support and no betterl Management can cause
the security. Failure to provide for this to be. They must not delude
exceptions, fcr overrides, and for local themselves, they must not claim tech-
authority to act, under logging con. nical competence they do not have.
ditions, if necessary, weakens security, They must not assume that anyone
it does not improve it. will meet a standard which has not

Expenditure for security is not un- been set and specified. If the manage-
limited. It must be reasonable and ment of the enterprise wants security,
commensurate with the threat. For it will have it at a reasonable price.
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PANEL - CLASSIFICATION MANAGEMENT TODAY
Wayne T. Wilcox, Jr., Arinc Research Corporation, Moderator

Wilcox: I felt very honored when gained must be worth the cost.
Jim Bagley asked me to chair this pan- Another thing that is going to be a
el. I couldn't help but remember How- little unique is that we are going to
ard Maines' comment during the busi- discuss Classification Management, not
ness meeting at San Francisco. He com- from our usual approach of the gov-
mented that here we are, The Nation- eminent giving classification guidance
al Classification Management Society, to the contractor, but rather what hap-
but at our Seminars we seem to talk pens in industry after this guidance is
about everything but Classification received. Believe me, the DD 254 even
Management. I'm very proud to be if it is filled out properly, which it
able to introduce this subject to this seldom is, is not the final answer. The
Society. contractor has to see if he can deduce

Jim gave me a lot of leeway, so it was what the guidance is, and what does
decided to tackle the subject "Classifi- it mean to him in the performance of
cation Management Today" from the the contract. It is a whole new world,
thought "How would you go about a real world, somewhat removed from
selling a classification management the high pronouncements from the
program to skeptical management?" In hallowed halls of the Puzzle Palace.
essence we will examine the cost effec- So with the exception of one presenta-
tiveness of Classification Management tion on the Naval Material Command,
in industry, our presentation this morning is all

Let me digress for a moment and industry and more or less pointed to-
put what we are going to talk about ward industry. Possibly you govern-
in proper perspective. The defense in- ment types may be interested.
dustrial complex has come to use the You have the biographical sketches
words "cost effectiveness" with ever in- of the Panel Members so I won't waste
creasing disregard as to their mean- your time with lengthy introductions.
ings. They are used and expressed as They are all seasoned practitioners of
two words only because of the disci- art of Classification Management in
plines of the English language.. Cost Industry. I hope we create a lot of
effectiveness is not a phrase with a questions and comments, that's our
nice, concise, definition. Instead each purpose. Please hold your questions
word must be examined. The effective- until the end, and then we'll do our
ness, or what needs are fulfilled and best to answer them.
what benefits are derived from a sys- Keeping this in mind, let's look to
tem, and then what does this system Sylvania Electronics Systems, Moun-
cost? The "effectiveness," or benefits tain View, California, which has a
gained, are not necessarily measured well rounded, functioning Classifica-
in dollars and cents saved. But for the tion Management program and ask
system to be cost effective, the benefits J. R. Rasmussen to tell us "What bene-
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fits are to be expected from an effec- promise. Such incidents engender a
tive Classification Management pro- reputation for poor security-or in the
gram." current terminology popular with the

government agencies, an "unsophisti-
J. L. RASMUSSEN cated" security program. In the de-

Sylvania Eletronic Sytems fense industry, this can be almost as
detrimental to a high level of contract-

The Classification Management pro- ual activity as poor quality or inordin-
gram at Sylvania Electronic Systems- ate costs. It is pertinent, therefore, to
Western Division became a fact in examine such incidents with a view
early June 1966, at top management's to eliminating their causes and recur-
direction. The program impleuenta- rence.
ton was left to the Security Depart- "The most frequent reasons assigned
ment, under which the program oper- for an event of this nature are "hu-
ates today. It was necessary at that man error" or carelessness on the part
time to provide our ideas and thoughts of the originator and "too busy" or
for approval and I vwould like to quote "took subordinate's word" at the re-
a part of Ken Wilson's response to top viewing !evel-or "deadline to be met"
management on the subject. as applicable to both. There is little

"Classification management pro- question that such an assignation of
grams are too frequently justified on blame is at least partially correct in
the basis of glittering generalities and most cases. But to rest sole responsibi-
inconclusive specifics. It is pointed out lity on this foundation is to make the
that the reduction in classified hold- following assumptions:
ings usually associated with a program "I. The government supplied corn-
which encourages less over-classifica- plete, clear and timely security classi-
tion and more rapid downgrading will fication guidance;
save money- and, if properly support- "2. If not received concurrently
ed by management, it is true that some with the RFP, RFQ, or contractual
part of the program costs will be re- document, immediate steps were taken
coverable in this fashion. It is further doumen s tep wereatake
claimed that such a program will less- to oban uciguidace;
en the impediments to the exchange "3. When received, it was reviewed
of technical information and permit in light of the known perimeters of the
more effective utilization of the en- program to assure its completeness and
gineer's time-and with appropriate clarity, as well as to identify any speci-
cooperation of the technical staff this al areas of care that might be foreseen
also can be true. However, three inci- from the conditions imposed;
dents which have occurred in the past "4. Any deficiencies, inconsistencies,
month provide graphic examples of or questionable restrictions were re-
a far more cogent reason for a classifi- solved with the Contracting Officer at

cation management program, i.e., to once;

assist in avoiding mis-classification of "5. When appropriate, a concise
information resulting in possible com- summary of the requirements of the
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government- supplied guidance was Management program. For example,
prepared in a standardized company the number of active classified con-
format for ease of reference - along tracts at any given time and the num-
with specific procedures for satisfying ber of employees within a facility. At
any special demands set forth in that Sylvania we regularly manage approxi-
guidance; mately one-hundred classified con-

"6. A copy of the classification guid- tracts from various User Agencie. and
ance was distributed to each member have around 3,500 employees, 3,000 of
of the technical staff to be associated whom hold some level of clearance.
with the program and to appropriate Our staff consists of a supervisor, three
administrative personnel, e.g., techni- analysts and a secretary. The necessary
cal editors; staffing level of a Classification Man-

"7. An established procedure exist- agement program is varied and could
ed by which the engineer could obtain be as numerous as there are companies
information or decisions concerning interested. Such a staffing endeavor
the interpretation and application of could only be established by balancing
such guidance as well as answers to the risk of too little effort against the
questions concerning the currency of cost of too great a program. This
the classification of documents from would have to be a management de.
which material was to be extracted; cision within your respective facilities.

"8. The engineer had available to I do have three different classification
him a means of ensuring that pertinent management staffing suggestions with
classification guidance furnished with their respective areas of responsibility.
respect to the same information under Time does not permit an examination
other contracts were consistent with of these; however, I can make them
that he possessed, and finally; available at a later date to anyone

"9. There was a provision for re- desiring copies.

view of any document when substan- We have found that a classification

tial doubt as to its proper classifica- management effort in which the re-

tion existed. sponsibilities are divided among sev-
eral different functional units of a

To the extent that any of these as- m differ s greal ts o n-

sumptions are not valid, the indivi- company, suffers greatly. The respon-

dual must be absolved of a commen. sibilities are usually handled by a con-

surate degree of responsibility." tract administrator, a sub-contract ad-

These nine assumptions that I have ministrator, a program manager or

quoted, together with the ISM re- some other technical staff member,

quirement, for extracting and prepar- usually resulting in the classification
ing classification guidance for poten- management effort being only a side-

tial and actual sub-contractors form line to the main responsibilities of
the basis of a Classification Manage- the individual involved. Being a side-
ment program. line, the responsibilities fall by the

There are many things to consider wayside and in many instances are not
in the establishment of a Classification completely accomplished when they
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should be. We have also heard that steps to establish Classification Man-
small contracts or small proposals do agement personnel within the various
not require as much attention as some user agencies more and more. As you
of the larger efforts. We believe this know, it was not only the government
to be a false assumption. There can that recognized the need for a Classifi-
be as many or more security problems, cation Management program. NCM,.
h e n ce Classification Management was founded by a group of forward
problems, existent in small contracts looking personnel who were involved
as there are in large contracts. We feel in security and classification work,
it is therefore important that a single both in industry and governmental
administrative entity be responsible agencies. The various user agencies are
for the entire Classification Manage- requesting more and more contractor
ment function. Much has been said, support in making recommendations
and there have been debates on just for improvements in their directives
where this responsibility should lie and security guidance. Classification
within a facility. We feel the responsi- management, as a function, is a new
bility lies within the Security depart- idea to most organizations. Tradition.
ment, due to the iaison within the var- ally, both policy and operations for
ious groups that is necessary in ac. the simple aspects of classification
complishing our functions. Regardless management, have been performed or
of its location, a most important point ignored by various functions. The val-
is management's understanding that ue of a well-rounded program in both
this unit, must of necessity, have 2 increased security protection and re-
broad span of contact with both the duced cost, is an established fact. We
technical staff of the company and the will hear later on from the other panel
classification personnel of the various members concerning cost savings as.
customers. This important point is pects of classification management. I
well established at Sylvania, Classifi- would like to tell you a little war story
cation Management being the prime that actually happened at our facility.
point of contact with any and all user We had received a small contract
agency customers on classification which called for a certain type of an-
problems, or classification resolutions. tenna to be mated with and tested on
We would envision the qualifications a missile at a remote, mountainous test
of classification personnel to consist of site. The security guidance we received
a professional level type person. with specified that the missile and our an-
education and/or experience in a tech- tenna would be classified confidential.
nical field as well as a certain amount The contract was for some three
of administrative responsibility in his months duration and less than $50,000
background, and we would prefer in- were involved. In reviewing the guid.
dustrial security experience. ance we received, we found that what

Classification management is recog- was actually classified about this effort
nized and endorsed by the Department was only the method of mounting the
of Defense. To this end they are taking antenna on the missile and our test
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results. This was confirmed by the con- The secondary objective of a coN-
tracting officer. It was further suggest- pany Classification Management pro-
ed that the missile be stripped of all gram, should include cost reduction,
components, thus allowing shipment free dissemination of legitimately un-
and receipt of only the case which was classified technical and scientifi, data,
unclassified. A recommended DD 254 and increased respect for the classifi-
was submitted which was subsequently cation system and the security pro-
approved and returned to us as our gram.
guidance on the contract. The contract There are several specific classifica-
was later completed without the need tion functions which we consider es-
for 24-hour guard service at the test sential to an effective program. I am
site and resulted in an accepted cost going to discuss them in the same or-
savings of just over $8,000. der that they would be encountered

Similar cost savings, although not in initially establishing a program.
always available in tangible dollar 1. Interpretation of Customer Clas-
amounts, are available to the profes- sification Requirements. Analyze the
sional classification management man security guidance, the DD form 254,
in performing his daily functions. as received from the user agency. Make

The point of this little story is that your interpretation in conjunction
had we not been in existence, it is very with the technical staff, if necessary,
probable that a 24-hour guard service and above all iisure that security guid-
would have been mounted, and we ance is received if the effort is classi-
would have realized a contract over- fied.
run amounting to at least $8,000. 2. Preparation of Guidance for Em-

I w uld say that the prime objective ployees. After the DD form 254 inter-
of a company Classification Manage- pretation process, the next logical step
ment program would be to insure as is preparation of internal guidance for
much as possible, that all material the technical staff who will be associat-
generated in connection with classified ed with the contractual effort. Publi-
government contracts is correctly clas- cation of such a comprehensive corn-
sified. I emphasize "correctly" because pany guidance, will provide a common
under-classification and over-classifica- interpretation for each person who has
tion are equally grave sins. Over-classi- need for the information, and you are
fication, of course, causes wasted mo- giving your employees the detail they
tion and unnecessary cost, and consis- need, in the language they understand.
tent over-classification also serves to 3. Employee Education. This ,tep is
degrade the effectiveness and integrity important to a Classification Manage-
of the classification system. Under- ment program. If employees do not
classification, of course, could lead to understand how to use the guidance
compromise of information, costly in- the specialist has prepared, he has
vestigations, and other time consum- wasted his time. We recommend all
ing actions necessary to recover and possible means of education be util-
upgrade documents. ized, to pass this information on to
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those who will be working with the this phase of the program that the
classified programs. We also recom- need for knowledgeable personnel is
mend an extensive education program, most apparent. The Classification
with the contract administrators, pro- Management specialist must be able
posal and contract managers, and the to grasp and understand the rudiments
sub-contract administrators during the of technical data and he must be able
initiation phase of a new classification to converse fluently with members of
management program. This education the technical staff and ask them sen-
should be constant and continuing. sible questions.

4. Preparation of Guidance for Sub- Another function of the classifica-
Contractors. A large majority of con- tion program is review of customer
tractors prepare the DD 254's for clas- classification requirements. By this, I
sified sub-contracts in accordance with mean the periodic review of DD 254's
the ISM. The considerations in pre- for both current and completed con-
paring the DD 254 for sub-contractors tracts. For example, the very nature of
are the same as for preparing guidance a complex R &- D contract makes it
for your own employees. The majority difficult for the customer to initially
of anticipated questions sbould be define precise classification require-
answered in the DD 254 and the revi- ments for the entire technical scope
sions made as often as necessary. Su- of the project, which may stretch for
perfluous material should be avoided, years in the future. At the offset, there
and the 254 should be tailored to the sometimes isn't even a clear picture of
specific sub-contract effort. what the end item will be; so as the

5. Reviewing Material for Correct project begins to take shape there may
Classification. This is an area of ac- be many areas where the initial cus-

tivity which can be extremely bene- tomer classification guidance becomes

ficial. It would be desirable to find inadequate or needs expansion. State

methods for systematically reviewing of the art advances are another reason

the entire inventory of classified ma- why reviews are necessary. When per-

teri.l, beginning with the oldest ma- iodic reviews of DD 254's indicate

terial on hand. Such review can be lu- changes in classification are warranted,

crative. As one company reported, recommendations should be docu-

they had removed over 20,000 secret mented and forwarded to the custom-

documents from their system inven- er.

tory, as a result of downgrading ac- In the area of release of information
tions. for public dissemination, it is highly

The second aspect of classification recommended that Classification .Man-

review concerns material currently agement review each and all items of
being generated. The main thing here information intended for pul)lic re-
is to establish workable avenues so lease, and make recommendations and

that classification specialists are avail- suggestions as to where the material
able to assist employees at arriving at must be forwarded for official DOD
their classification decisions. It is in approval.
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In summation, then, a Classification ment contracts is correctly classified.
Management Program will: Emphasis on the word "correctly".

* Cost Money, without a doubt. 2. A good company Classification
* Recoup some of this investment Management program will material-

through reduction of over-classifica- ly assist in avoiding security inci-
tion and establishment of a document dents resulting from under-classifi-
reduction program. cation, and

* Materially assist in avoiding se- 3. It will c o s t the company
curity incidents resulting in under- money, without a doubt.
classification. As was stated, a contractor can do

* Provide a co-ordinating point at very little in Classification Manage-
which the guidance from the govern- ment unless the government, User
ment and the classification efforts of Agenc), if you will, supplies the con-
the engineer can be sure of meeting, tractor with complete, clear and time-

These items are the benefits that ly security classification guidance.
were achieved at Sylvania and can be George MacClain and his co-workers
expected from an effective Classifica- have provided us with a new and re-
tion Management program. vised DD 254 which, I think we'll all
To quote Ken Wilson again: "With- agree, has been a step in the right di-

in the range of economic feasibility, rection. We now have a vehicle for
and human fallibility, the program this classification guidance that when
can neither guarantee review of every properly completed helps a lot. The
document produced under classified Air Force and the Army have estab-
contracts nor 100% accuracy in the lished and fairly well publicized their
results of the classification effort." Classification Management programs
However, I believe that an established and the organizations to support them.
Classification Management program is But, at least to me, the Navy has been
a definite advantage and asset to your somewhat of an enigma. So when I
company employees, your company was putting this panel together I asked
management, and to your facility. Bob Green of the Naval Material

Command Headquarters if he would
Wilcox: Thank you, J. R. I think care to shed some light on just what

we have just been given a pretty good the Naval Material Command was do-
insight as to just what management ing in the area of a Classification Man-
can expect from a good Classification agement program.
Management program. I would like to So next to talk to us is Bob Green,
emphasize some of the points J. R. Head, Classification Management Sec-
made: tion, and Senior Assistant in the Se-

1. The prime objective of a com- curity Programs Branch, Headquar-
pany Classification Management ters, Naval Material Command, who
program is to insure its much as pos- will shed some illumination on Clas-
sible, that all material generated in sification Management in the Naval
connection with classified govern- Miaterial Command.
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R. E. GREEN which support this effort number in

Naval Matorial Command the thousands. On that basis, I think
it is safe to say that, as a Command,

Inuberf remohs o thae hfead tat we generate a major portion of Navy
number of remarks to the effect that classified information.
the Department of the Navy Classifica- It follows that we should be gen.
tion Management program is the best erating a major portion of Navy clas-
kept secret of our times. It has even sification guidance. In the next few
been suggested that it does not exist. minutes I will describe the NMC con-
We may be guilty of not giving the cept of Classification Management;
program the right kind of exposure; how it works; where we think we are
but, as many NCMS members can at- today and where we hope to go.
test, there is a program underway and The principles and objectives of
it is increasing in its impact and ef- the NMC program are identical to
fectiveness. When the panel chairman those of other DOD and industry pro-
invited me to speak on this subject, I grams and we won't belabor them for
welcomed the opportunity to dispel this knowledgeable audience. Since the
what has been called "the Navy enig- contention has been made that the
ma," subtitled "The Silent Service." Navy CM program is somewhat obs-
Before proceeding, let me make it clear cure, a brief outline of the basic Navy
that I am not a spokesman for the en- CM organization seems to be in order.
tire Department of the Navy Classifi- Responsibility for developing Navy
cation Management program. That policy in support of the Department of
responsibility rests with the Office of Defense requirements is assigned to
the Chief of Naval Operations, ably the Assistant Chief of Naval Opera.-

represented by our fellow NCMS mem- tions, Intelligence, Security Policy
ber, Dan Rankin. I can speak for the Branch (OP-92C2). The basic Navy
Naval Material Command which is directive establishing a formal CM
comprised of the six Naval Systems program was issued in 1964. It was fol-

Commands the Navy Research and lowed, in 1965, by extensive changes
Development Laboratories and Cen- in Navy security regulations designed

ters and, in total, some 300 subordi- to implement the program objectives.
nate activities, employing nearly 300,- One of the key features in these pro-
000 personnel, with the major func- cedures assigned the total responsibil-
tion of developing, producing and ity for the CM program to the indivi-

maintaining the material needs of the dual in each command designated as
Navy operating forces. A recent sur- the activity Classified Material Con-
vey identified some 354 weapons sys- trol Office (CMCO). This is a man-
tems currently in RDT & E under the datory billet in every Navy command

cognizance of the Chief of Naval Ma- and therefore, automatically establish-
terial which have a total acquisition es a point of contact for CM matters.
cost of $52 billion and an estimated As the organization title implies, OP-
life cycle cost of $360 billion. The 92C2 is responsible for security policy
projects, contracts and sub-contracts for the entire Department of the Navy.
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Within the Office of the Chief of Nav- office is involved in the operational
al Operations, Classification Manage- aspects of Classification Management
ment is an operational function of the - that is the development and issu-
Director, Administrative Services Di- ance of guidance for specific projects
vision, OP-09B2, who is the designated - only when t.chnical cognizance of
Classified Material Control Officer. a project is retained by the Headquar-
This office has a critical role in in- ters, CNM. Otherwise, the operational
suring the success of CM programs functions of the program are exercis-
throughout the Navy; since the basic ed by the Systems Commands, Labor-
security classification guidance for atories, and Centers assigned as the
Navy projects must be issued by CNO principal development activity for
as a part of formal planning and re- each project.
quirements documents such as the Our concept of operations is sim.
SOR, TSOR, GOR, ADO and others. plicity itself and consists of just four
All other detailed guidance issued at points:
any phase of development, production 1. Every activity in the NMC in-
or operational use derives from this volved in classified projects will have
basic guidance. a formal CM program.

At the time the formal Department 2. Every activity with a formal pro-
of the Navy CM program was set in gram will assign responsibility to one
motion, the Material Commands were individual or office to speak for the
undergoing a major reorganization Command in CM matters. In keeping
which saw the Office of Naval Mate- with Navy security regulations this is
nal/Material Bureaus concept aban. the activity CMCO or a specifically
doned in favor of the single Naval designated classification-mimager who
Material Command. This was accom- reports to him.
plished through several phases during 3. Every activity will receive or will

1965 and 1966 and the reorganization obtain classification guidance for every

effort resulted in a number of new classified task assigned by higher auth-

program efforts being delayed. Thus osity a wi frihg e with

it was not until July 1967 that the ery ask aignd byithe toth
NXICClasifiatin Maageent ro- every task assigned by them to other

NMC Classification Management pro -government or industry facilities.

gram was born. Although exercised at 4very aciity wil tie t

a different level cf organization, the prove curret g incorthe ie
same division of policy and operations provide current guidance for the life-
same divin o po ad operstin cycle of each task assigned. This may
found in the CNO program exists in involve initial development and pro-
NMC program. The security Pro- duction only or it may extend into
grams Branch (MAT 0522) is a part of fleet operational use and ultimate dis-
the Naval Material Command Head- posal of systems and equipment.
quarters organization and, like CNO, We recognize that the Naval Mater-
provides policy guidance and monitors ial Command is technically oriented
the total security program for the en- and that our input to the classification
tire Naval Material Command. This decision must be limited to technical
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matters. When security classification which results from this joint effort be.
of information must be based on other comes a part of the master plan for the
considerations outside of the cogniz- project. In the formal Navy planning
ance of the CNM, such as long range documents cycle these are referred to
requirements, plans and objectives and as TDPs (Technical Developmentactual or planned fleet operational Plans) and PMPs (Project Master
employment of hardware, the origin- Plans). The gu;dance contained in
ator of the task must provide adequate most TDPs and PMPs is generally
guidance in the tasking document. As adequate for the initial study effort,
the first step in our program, NMC whether conducted in house or con.
classification managers are currently tracted out to industry. In the latter
examining old and new task assign- case the classification requirements of
ments to insure that adequate guid- the TDP or PMP are incorporated in
ance has been furnished. When it has the mandatory DD Form 254, Contract
not, they are actively seeking more in- Security Classification Specification.
formation from the task originator. When a total RDT & E effort is to be
Ideally, this takes place before actual performed within the Navy or DOD,
start of work, so that we don't com- a separate Navy directive may be is-
promise a project through lack of com- sued to supplement the TDP/PMP
munication. On old tasks wh'ch are guidance. In the case of full scale
well down-stream and on which a clas- RDT & E or production contracts, a
sification pattern has formed despite concerted effort is being made to pro-
a lack of initial guidance, we attempt vide as much detailed, narrative clas-
to confirm what we are doing in the sification guidance as is available,
hope that if we are in error, something rather than to rely on the out-moded
can be salvaged, security-wise or cost- check-list approach. I feel that indi-
wise. This first step defines the work- vidually and as a group, NCMS mem-
load and provides an authoritative bers and friends hase heard more than
basis on which to proceed. enough about the merits and evils of

With the incoming tasks identified, the DD 254. I do not intend to pursue
the classification manager, working the subject except to say that NMC
closely with the technical project man- activities are required ar-I will try to
ager, insures that the guidance con- give industry the most detailed guid-
tained in the tasking document is ance possible with every task involving
made available to everyone involved access to classified information. If we
in the effort. At this point the CM and fail through oversight, negligence or
the technical project manager deter- lack of information, you are invited
mine what additional, morr detailed to take us to task so that we may im-
guidance can be given to . !ate the prove.
basic guidance to the spLcific work Before moving on to another phiase
elements, equipments and comlonents of the program, there is one other
which can be identified at this early form of guidance I would like to dis-

stage of development. The guidance cuss very briefly. One of the justifiable
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complaints of industry concerns in- someone must coordinate, mold opin-
consistencies in classification of iden. ions and decide - someone must
tical or similar information by the Air answer auaioritatively for the corn-
Force, Army, and Navy and frequently mand. This is the role of the CM in
by commands of the same service. The the NMC. Under this concept, all
problems created by this situation are guidance issued by the command in
self-evident. The solution lies in a any form, including the DD 254, must
much greater degree of coordination have either the approval of or the
within the DOD to insure that, to the signature of the CM and all inquiries
maximum extent possible, informa- should be directed to him.
tion having multi-agency interest and If I may digress for a moment, I be-
common applicability, is consistently gan by saying I hope to give exposure
classified. The tool by which this is to the NMC program. As partial proof
accomplished is what I call a DOD or that it does exist and to help you find
Joint Agency Subject Matter Classifi- your way around, a roster has been
cation Guide. There are a number of compiled, listing classification man-
such guides in existence on subjects, agers in the major NMC commands
such as thermal batteries, lasers, infra- responsible for technical develop-
red photography, night vision devices, ments. A copy of this roster is included
nuclear weapons and others. In time in the program material distributed
there will be many more as common before the opening of this panel.
areas are identified and agreement is When the best guidance possible has
reached on levels of classification. This been developed, there remains the
effort is being "honcho-ed" by our problem of getting it to the user and
NCMS friends, George MacClain and keeping it current. In this respect the
Don Garrett of the Directorate for NMC program has no novel approach
Classification Management, OASD. I to suggest. We classify security guid-
know they won't mind if I suggest that ance in extreme cases only, thereby
you contact them if you know cf a sub- permitting and encouraging wide dis.
ject which might be a candidate for a semination. We require that guidance
DOD subject matter guide. be reviewed at every change of devel-

Another key point in the NMC con- opment phase and at least annually.
cept concerns the authority to ap- These reviews are conducted in the
prove, issue, and interpret classifica- same channel as the original classifica-
tion guidance. Within activities of the tion decision and are similarly co-
NMC this responsibility is centralized ordinated and controlled by the CM.
in the CM organization. This does not From the foregoing, you can see that
imply that the CM is almighty. He the NMC has a well-founded prograni;
cannot and does not operate in isola- but that alone (foes not spell success.
tion. Every decision reached for the I, personally, cannot assure this
command results from a coordinated Seminar that the program is meetimg
ieview by the technical side of the its objective today; that it will tomor-
house, contracting officers, public af- row or next year. It is fraught with
fairs officers and security officers. Bt complications, inadequacies and un-
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explored problems. But, compared to hire on potential and provide the
yesterday (1967), when we had nothing training. Naturally, first year produc-
but a token program and didn't truly tion suffers greatly. The few specialists
understand that, we have started to available today must spend an exces-
move. Today, (1969) we have organ- sive amount of time educating those
ization, policy and procedure. Because with whom they must coordinate and
of our persistence, we have some ini- production suffers again. There is also
tial guidance where previously we had the proble-u of educating management
none. We are developing subjective to the need for and advantages of CM.
guides for use within the Navy and We cannot sell this Program on the
contributing to those developed by mandatory requirements alone. Man.
DOD. Every classified development agement understands dollars and
plan and contract has a classification cents. As we all know, factual cost
guide. Tomorrow (1971 or earlier) we savings and cost reductions have been
hope to significantly improve the extremely difficult to identify and
quantity and quality of guidance, to substantiate and yet it is on this basis
provide more timely and meaningful that we stand the best chance of really
review and to take much inore positive selling the program. My personal feel-
actions to declassify the mountain of ing is that we must establish a set of
classified material we have created and benchmarks in both government and
left behind, industry, as realistic as our current ex-

These are goals we expect to meet. perience will permit, to determine
There are others which are more dif- what security is costing us today. Only
ficult to solve and which, looking on that basis can we judge the effect
squarely at the facts of life, may never and value of the CM Program. To be
be adequately solved. These are our meaningful, any benchmarks we adopt
real problems and therefore our top must hl- broad-based rather than on
priority goals. At the top of the list, individual activity findings, thus a
as always, is resources: obtaining ade- cooperative DOD/Industry venture is
quate numbers of people to manage clearly indicated.
the monstrous workload we are uncov- We hope, in time, to establish
ering and training both classification earlier and closer liaison between
specialists and other administrative NMC classification managers and
and technical personnel in CM tech- their industry counterparts for the
niques and procedures. An underlying purpose of developing contract secur-
problem in this program is the lack of ity classification specifications which
adequate numbers of experienced are thoroughly realistic and under-
classification specialists. It is a strange stood for both bidding and perfor-
and sad commentary that after so mance purposes. Ideally this would
many years of classifying information, involve pre-contract and post-award
our approach has been so dis-organ- security conferences for all classified
ized that we have relatively few qual- procurements, but particularly those
ified specialists. As a result we must involving research studies and RDT &
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E. The list of goals is endless it seems; the challenge this program offers to
but one more must be mentioned. Wc contribute to the welfare and security
have just begun to identify the tre- of our company, our agency and our
mendous workload in classification Nation.
management in the NMC. Under
present andl projected manpower re- Wilcox: I thought that presentation
straints, that workload will surely Ie- shed a lot of illumination on classifica-
feat us unless some of the more routine tion guidance within tile Naval Mater-
functions can be automated. Such ial Command. I know the roster of
items as annual reviews of guidance, classification managers in the major
downgrading and declassification ac- Naval Material Commands is going to
tions, retention authorities, and even be a big help to all Navy contractors.
standard classification patterns are I have been struck by the recurring
possible candidates for automation. theme contained in J. R.'s presenta-
We have addressed this area only is tion and then again in Bob's. This is,
a possibility. A great deal more serious Classification Management is not an
thought andi hard work are in store end unto itself and it can not be done
before it will be a reality, in isolation. I wonder how many other-

These are our prollleis and our wise good programs have foundered
goals. We recognize that they are not because this point was missed or
unattainable or unique and that, in ignored. The classification manager.
time, they will be solved: if not by us, or whatever title he has, has to be a
perhaps by you in a way we can all member in good standing of the team
utilize. With this for background, I performing on the contract. And he
hole that any "Doubting Thomas" is can't be male a member of the team
now convinced that the Naval Mater- too early. During the proposal concept
ial Command is very much in the CM formtmlation he is as valuable then as
program. In a sense there is only one he is when you get (fowl) to arguments
program and we are all a part of it, over paragraph marking of the final
government and industry alike. We all report delivered oil the contract. I
have guidance to give and we all need think Virgil Herald, General Peci-
guidance to insure that necessary se- sion, Inc., Glendale, California, pariats
curity requirements are met. By work- this up very strongly it C/ M Case
ing together in closer day-to-day rela- Book Number 3 which was just dis-
tionship and through such profession- tributed with the C/M Bulletin and
al groups as the NCMS, we can im- is available in the North Room at this
prove our skills and we can achieve the Seminar. You people that think you
goals we have set. If the C.M program shouldn't rock the hoat an a proposal
had a watch-word, I think it would be because tile government alight Coll-
"challenge:" for each of us must chal- sider you non-responsible ought to
lenge every individual decision to clas- take GPI's experience to heart. We are
sify with intelligent and purposeful a team. government and industry, and

quiestions and each of us must accept neither of mis is so all-knowing that we
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can get along without the other. And the cost savings or cost avoidance in-
this is specially true in the field of herent in a Classification Management
Classification Management. program. This inLIudes, I must con-

To go on with our presentation, fess, my own presentation to manage-
let's see if we can identify one other ment a number of years ago in present-
aspect of cost effectiveness of Clas. ing our own program.
sification Management, namely, costs. Now I mean no offense to those
I have asked Dick Boherg, of Aero- who have used this approach because
space Corporation and our newly I suspect that many of us have never
elected President, to examine the cost determined what the real costs of a
considerations of Classification Man- good Classification Management pro-
agement. gram are.

Even if we have, the reasons the
RICHARD J. BOBERG subject has not had more publicity are

Aerospace Corporation rather clear.

I think I should begin my portion One - no one, to my knowledge,
has been able to sell a Classificationof the program by advising you of Management program anywhere by

what I am not going to tell you today. Mangmnt tgm anywhat py

It will not be a review of the results dwelling on just tue costs of that pro-
gram, and two - because I have found

of a statistical study. It will not result that it is most difficult to define, toin a neat and concise formula for thesolutioneof any robiefomll foffr the satisfaction of all of us, just whichsolution of any problem . I w ill offer c s s a e a t i u a l n y t l sno pnace - prhas no eve an costs are attributable only to Clas-no panacea - perhaps not even an i ca on M ag m t a d wh hanser ~dosification Management and which
answer should properly belong to security,

What I do hope to do in the next contract administration, or perhaps
few minutes is to share with you some simply chalked up as a general cost of
of the concepts and thoughts that came diupl busines

to me as I was reviewing the subject. doing business.
Mostimprtatly I wnt o simuate I thought that I might obtain a set

.Most importantly, I want to stimulate of realistic ideas about this cost thing
your thinking about this subject and by writing a letter to a number of my
hopefully rearrange your prejudices so contemporaries in which I asked for

to speak in regard to the costs of your information in three basic areas:

classification program. 1. What costs should be included

Several months ago when Wayne when we talk about the costs o clas-

asked that I appear on this panel and si n anagement?
take on the subject of the cost of clas-

sification, it occurred to me that vir- 2. What is the nature of these

tually nothing has been said or writ- costs at your corporation?

ten, at least publicly, on the specific 3. How do these costs relate to
subject of the real costs of Classifica- the cost savings the program is able
tion Management. Most all of the to provide?
presentations and papers given in the I would like to share with you some

past have spoken in glowing terms of of the results of my inquiry.
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Probably the most striking re- document would arise.
sponses were to the first question re- As for question two, dealing with
garding what costs should properly be the nature of these costs, I found -
attributable to Classification Manage. not surprisingly - that the dollar
ment. I say the responses were striking f'gures given were in proportion to the
because I found in them, on the one reseionses to the first question. For in-
hand, that at some facilities Classifica- stance, if the decision was that the
tion Management costs, according to only cost of classification management
the reply, are non-existent because is ane classification management
they simply have no program. On the anal)st, the total program cost was his
other hand, more than one of the annual loaded salary.
responses indicated that properly, Conversely, if my correspondent de-
virtually all of the costs normally at- cided that the costs should properly
tributed to an industrial security pro- include essentially all of the costs of
gram including combination locks, dealing with classified material, the
safes, salaries for guards, vault con- total true Classification Management
struction costs - the entire program - costs were stated as totaling as much
should be included in t'-e cost of as five times the salary of the Clas-
Classification Managemen:. sification Management analyst or

Now we can specul.,., atid even analysts on board.
argue as to which of these views is the It was in going over the responses to
correct one, or if perhaps the proper the third question, that of relating the
position should be somewhere in the costs of Classification Management to
middle of the two, but I accepted the the savings provided by the program,
fact that in a sense they are both right, that finally a vague form began to take

To say that only the direct salary shape for me.
of the Classification Management A number of the replies told me
representative or the person doing that that they really couldn't respond to
type of work should he included, can this question in a meaningful way be-
be justified in that this is the only cause they have never really considered
cost that often can clearly be defined the cost aspects and could not really
in a budgetary sense as an "extra" one relate the two, but that they would
when comparing a company with such be delighted to tell me of the cost
a position as against one without. At savings that had been chalked up over
the same time, there should he little the years.
argument certainly among this group One fellow told me on the phone
that classification, in a way, is the that their program had been sold
"mother" of security - though per- strictly on the basis of the concept that
haps unwillingly so - in that were it Classification Management does not
not for the fact that classification cost, it pays, and anyone with any
markings are placed on a (l't)iniCtit. sense would forget about the cost
none of the costs of protecting, ac- aspects altogether.
counting for, or safeguarding that It was while thinking over all of
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these comments and responses that I .. tion? What of tile costs of tracking
believe the message that all of these down and upgrading documents that
people were giving me, whether they were originated with an incorrect
knew it or not, started to come classification, together with the in-
through. J. R. Rasmussen, in the pre- vestigative costs to determine whether
sentation you enjoyed earlier on this or not there was unauthorized access!
panel, gave us the basis for it. He This is not to speak of the sometimes
state(], if you will recall: indirect but very real costs to the gov-

"The necessary staffing level of a eminent in changing some aspects of

Classification Management program is a project to minimize the damage done
varied and could le as numerous as as a result of a compromise.
there are companies interested. Such a Additionally, as has been empha-
staffing endeavor could only be estab- sized from this lecturn oi a number
lishied by balancing the risk of too of occasions these past several (lays,
little effort against the cost of too there are very real costs in terms of
great a program." "re-inventing the wheel" whenever

In order to make my point, I'd like information which should be dis-

to paraphrase that to state that the seminated is not because of the "un-
staffing of a Classification Manage- program" approach. My observation

ment function can only be jtstified by has indicated that this results from

balancing the cost of too little effort the fact that the people in volvcd don't

against the cost of too great a program. know enough about what can and

You see, I think there is a point here cannot be released - and hence
that I had missed up to this stage and nothing is.
that is this: Classification Manage- All of these I would characteri/e as

ient has a veqy real cost, whether you the firefighting costs of classification.
have a program, or, to paraphrase a Whether or not they are in your bud-
soft drink advertisement, an "tin- get, if you do not have a Classifica.
program". :ion Managemient program, or have a

I)o you suppose that the firm that 'etigless olle, they are with you
has no Classification .\ lanageient In some quantity. Basic to a good clas.
program an(l no one performing the silication management prograni is the
function has no cost ill this area? I dissemination to all those ill your
think not. Their costs merely take a facility who need it meaningful and
dlifferent form. What of the costs of timely guhlance that is ttt(derstood.

issuing dlocumients as secret becaluse This. alg with all [lie other proper
the author wasn't sure - when the ill- fictio s of a Classification 7sla age-
formation in reality is iuclassified? meuit pirograi mentiolted by my fel-

Vhat of the cost of liuihblin g a closed low panelists, cannot colie about by
area to house the mantifactfire ol a accidlent. The unprograin will never
piece of unclassified hardware that is pull it off no matter how hard you
though t to be classified si III ply because wish it could, and the result of these
no one gave the subject in much atten- fItict!ios being ignored can generate
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firefighting costs for the life of your chips fall where they may" approach,
contract, and then some. If you doni't or as we have calledI it earlier, the "un-
choose to ap~ply the costs to iatiage jprogranl," where 110 oII has really
these functions, you must beC prepared taken hold of the responsibility for the
to pay the very real costs of not nian- classification functions. In this ex-
aging them. ample, of course, all of the costs are for

I submit to you, ladies and gentle- firefighting.
men, there are in reality two costs of The choice then is yours, and that
classification - the formal prograni of your mnanagement. The costs are
cost, and the firefighitinig cost - and in reality there, it is just a question of
each anti every contractor with olC 0o' how you want to dlivide them up.
more classified contracts has one or In closing, I would like to expand
bo0th in varying proportions. some on a thought that my good

While there are mniy ways to friend Virgil Herald recently shared
describe a situation that will create with me, Classification 'Management
thcse costs, I think there arc three that is a subject not be neatly carved and
will demonstrate the point. The first put on display as having a definite
is through a formal program utilizing shape and form. It is something like
one or more trained p~rofessional clas- virtue. Most of us adimit it hias valuie,
sification specialists who p~roperly per-~ but its appllication is variedl according
form all of the functions that have to coricelpt and situation. And is virtue
been dliscussed here todlay. The clas- a profitable trait, or is it a costly one?
:ilication costs, in this example shouild Only you can (lecidle that.
he essentially limited to onfly the load-
ed1 salaries of these mentioner! personi. Wilcox: All I can (10 is echo and[ re-
nlel. inforce what Dick has said. Govern-

Thec secondl is where we finid a somle- ment sccurity costs money. It is a1
what less formal program-i utiliiug, for p)enalty we have to pay if we are going1
inlsta iice, an1 i ndustrialI secuirity special- to be government contractors and feed
ist, a contract administrator, or some at the putblic trough. Classification
other emp~loyee who is not a Classifica- 'Mana.gemnlt is a very necessary pat
tion 'Management specialist who can of the overall Security iprolrrain andi
hopefully - while wearingo I-,s Several the investment of funds, or the expen-
hiats - get all or at least the most im- litiire of funids has got to he there if
portant of the Classification .\auage-- you want to continue getting govern-
menit functions accomnplishedl. Thle ment contracts and keep your facility
costs of classification inii tis instance clearanice.
anil irleahly be, li ke the first example. As youi kniow, Dick is withI the .\ero-

on lv thle port ionl of thtis malli's time spaCCc Corporat ion Ilicli is primari ly
slpetit oni Classification Maniagement - apaper miHii oit a hardlware pro-
blit oftenl mu1st iniclude si/'eable fire- (lttcer. I also collie fronti a patper nulll.
fightinlg costs. alt bough1 we are quite a bit silallet..

UTe thirdl examplle is tile let tile Speetacmla r, i lent ale cost savingls
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or cost avoidance.. :e real hard to CHARLES V. UHLAND
come by in a paper mill. However, General Electric Reentry and
there are areas that common sense Environmental Systems
points you to that helps keep down the This will not be n "I did this" or
overall costs. For example, keep the TWe i tht e of thi rr
inventory of your classified documents "W Mangee
down. Filing cabinets and locks cost you to Class;' :ation Management's

money. Also critically examine your "Casebook U.,-1 (10-68)." This will

classified reports while they are in the give you all the specifics you need in

preparation stage. Despite the uproar an actual case history of this type ofprepraton tag. Depit th upoar operation.
over paragraph marking, this is one of o prentThis presentation is not meant to
the better classification management teach you anything. It is given to you
actions that has occurred. Remember to remind you of the things you al-
our purpose is to correctly classify, not ready know about classification man-
just classify. So this makes our authors agement, and to suggest how you can
identify, to some degree, exactly what apply that knowledge in your search
is classified in the report. Many times for cost savings. If you should learn
you will find there is very little that anything in the next fifteen or twenty
is classified in the report. Sometimes, minutes, let me assure yot, it will be

when this happens, the author will strictly coincidental, and I refuse to
discover that he doesn't even need this be held responsible.

classified information to 'ieet the oh- In a hardware-oriented company,
-the sections to concentrate on in con-

jectives of his report. Or if t!e clas-
sified information is required, once in follows:

a while you can wind up with a much I. Engineering Design Tracings

smaller classified supplement. The 2. Manufacturing and Quality Con-
cost savings, or cost avoidance is oh- trol Tool Design TracIngs.
vious. 3. Manufacturing and Quality Con-

It is in the area of hardware pro- trol Tooling -
duction that spectacular cost savings 4. Procurement and Manufacture
can be made by intelligent classifica- of Hardware
tion management actions. One such The normal idea about classifying

drawings is that if the hardware manui-
company where doctimented savings fcurdfo h rwnri l~"- - facturedl from the drawin,- is chla-

___have been made is the General Electric
sified. then the drawing must be clas-

ReEntry Systems at Philadelphia. So si-ied.
_-__ t I have asked Charlie Uhland of G.E. L Iet mec borrow a statemenit front

ReEntry and Environmental Systems Classification Management's "Case-
Division to tell us about cost savings book CA-1 (I0-i8)": "A document
achieved through Cl:ssification M.an- should be classified on the basis of its
agecnlent ill a hardware oriented (om-o own content and not necessarily oil

pany. its relatioshili to so(J eCtiing else.',,
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It i. information anti only informa-
tion that is classifier'. Documents and This Drawing Is Unclassified
hardware are protected because they
either contain classified information, CAUTION
or classified ;nfonnatiov can be de- Hardware Mandf,ctuiad From
duced from having access to them. This Drawing Mut Be ;7lassified

See? I told you that vot, weren't SECRET
going to learn anything!

*;: So, you anti I understand about in-
. formation being the on'y thing that These "stampats" are placed direct-

is classified; but mostly ma'iagetient ly zbove the title block of the tracing,

doesn't, mostly engineerinl, desigu, at approximately the same spot that
planning, tooling, quality cc1rol, and the "Title 18" or the "Atomic Energy

manufacturing don't. And. sMd to re- Act" stamp would go if the tracing

late, many of the governnicnt 7;Z.1l;e wrfe classified.

who oversee our contracts at i}c :,-k- Assembly drawings hardiy ever have
- ing level do not undersi ,d t:,i,, to be cla-.sified. Where one or more of

Now, if no classificd ir,-. iaon the assembled parts are classified,

can be elicited or deduced f-cm a however, the above stampat, corres-

drawing, then the drawing si'uld not ponding to the highest classified part,

be classified - regardiss of die clas- must be affixed to the tracing.

sification of the hardw, -e ; .:,nufac- On tool designs, let's suppose there
tured from it. would be a pattern of maybe 20 holes

- Before we go any further let me that was classified, out of a total of

give you one big fat word of warning! 100 holes to be drilled into a part

If classified hardware is to be manu- from the tool. The 80 unclassified

factured from an unclassified drawing, holes would be located on one shect
be sure to mark tL.,: drawing accord- (unclassified), and the classified pat-

ingly. tern of 20 holes would be located with

At General Electric Re-entry and a list of coordinates on a second sheet.

-Environmental Systms Division, we This second sheet could be a size 8 -

use one of the following type markings inch by 11-inch sheet (classified).
on our tracings: When the actual tool is made, it

- __ ____ ____woI, h- t. ,, io" d rd w fd (,'l -

tai only the 80 unclassified holes.

This Drawing Is Unclassified An additional plate would be made-

CAUTION containing the classified pattern of
20 holes, and this plate would be cla:s-

S-are Manufactured From sified. The unclassified part of the
Thi. U',,wing Must Be Classified tool would have provisions for mount-

CONFIDENTIAL ing, positioning, and pinning the ulas-

Restricted Data sified plate for drilling the classificd
20-hole pattern in 1he part.
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This would save in two ways: First, for thc poor "110 team" guys% whlo I ve
only tile small plate with the 20-hole to (10 it all1 themselves.

-77 pattern wou1ld be classified, No tile The knowledge you possess wiji
classified storage sp~ace wotild he mnuch hll 1ol)O(ly, unless yotl edllmctC anid
smaller dhan if the whiole- tool was (las- motivate the key peopule who rnuit ble
sified. Second, the hardware itself involved ill tile impolementationi of
couIld Il mianufaicturied and the 80 these prinlciles.

- unclassified hioics (Irilled; it could be For example, he stat-c the key engi-
handled and storedl ini an tunclassiflied Ileering personnel are briefed onl thle
fashion. In fact, the part could be how, when, anl(i why of classification,
manufactured t~l) to this p)oillt by all and 110w they call avoid lpre11iattire

-- unclearcdl vendlor. TheC oart would not and n1edless classification. Next, the
b~ecome classifiedl until the fina 20 !ey (lesignicr , nd design checkers mutst-
(classified pattern) holes were drilled. be indoctrinlated; then, thle nlinufac-

11.There would he less classified stor- ttzring and quality conitrol tool designi-
age for tile tool, more unclassified han- ers and planiners: and finally, produlIc-
dling andi storage for the par~t. And, tion contr:ol or pirocuremient pes-
only one shieet of the tracing would ble liel, accord(inlg to your comp)any's sys-
classified, tern. In thle ca.:,e of manufacturinig

This two-p~art tooling (onie p~art plnig-secalb ue the plani-

classified and one part unclassifiedl) ner knows exactly where, in thle pro-
can J~py t inpeciontoos al~lde- cess of manufacturing, tile part or as-

si.-ns ais well as nmanufacturziar Semlbly becomes classified. Hius planl-
Illi tye o all~liatitl f cas- ning will tell manufacturing an ( qal-

sification princip~les is best known- iycotoleroelteext -
and( almost only kniown - to the clas- Imeni tile red taig must ble applied to
sificatior. teaml. Tangible savings i1i tile hardware andl security measures

-tile hunildreds of thousands oif dollars pu~t into effect.
havebeenjnsittle(1at Gne:al fec- I would like to conclude with a few

*.tric Re-entry and Environmental Sys- items to riemmbr from Classification

tenis Division by the p~ractical applica- Mnanm t'"asbo C-I(0
tion of these p~rinciples. 6)

0 D~o review and ana lyte each Engi-
Flom here oil in, 1*l1 be l)oiftitig Mengtaigt leeuiei ls

-- ~~~my remarks towards the "one-man si1a1o)srtjtrd

gval ig' type of 0l: isi fi.a tionl Manag e-
ne T. hei well-onnainized Classi fic Ia- D lo i lot i fithide classified data or

tioli Mana1.gemlenit set-ll), With tile me. u cclts wvhich aret esntl
tealli conicept for eachi prograInt wotildl onl a p~articullar- tracing.

have a representative front eng hleel-- . Do restrict tile inucluision of Clas-
(Ig, qaiyControl, niaiiiit1actiii' siliedl iniformationi to as few dletailedl

(-Ic., as pa;rt of the teami. ecwh with time tracings as l))ssiblfJ.
Classification educat ion;I I responlsibIn - D o itncil Ih'flaigs' onil AICi-
it,, inl his owni area. Thme fol howin ig I 51fied tracings to show exactly wha~t



information is classified stranger stepped out of the shadows,
* Do eliminate any association touchedthe gentleman on the arm,

problems that will result in classified and said: "Pardon me, sir, but would

procurement activity, you please help an unfortunate fellow

It is most important to get the i who is hungry and out of a job? All I

terest and cooperation of the key peo- have in the world is this gun!" That

pie involved. Without such interest is a classic classification v'eivt touch.
- a o a , sHow do you pick out your "key• : ... andcooeratonClasifiation Ia-n-agn coocan hoNe t men"? It's easier tlian you might think.

agement c to operate aonly Wamder around among thc people in
about 40 percent efficiency. each concer-ned area and get talking

Classification Management involves to a few in each area. Pick the ones
- specy who are happy doing their work andto educate, interest, convince, and per- who show pride in their job. Show a

suade or motivate key personnel in man of this type how to (1 his ohother o areas typ invlv thomselves in!
other areas to involve themselves in better, and you can be sure that he'll
the classification area of their parti- do it better. And, you can be just as

.- -- "cular responsibili ties; and[ by so doing,sar respnsibii an t o dong. sure that he'll contact you to solve any
seeo aylomeproblems that may arise involving

The key word is persuade or moti- classific,3tion.
vale. Perhaps you will ask: "How do Once dhe classification man has
you persuade someone to do some- picked hii key men and indoctrinated
thing?" Jn the classification area, them into the mysteries of classifica-
everything is done a little differently tion, he mus . have faith that they will
- a little more concentrated, a little handle the classification responsibil-
more distilled. To persuade or moti- ides in their particular job.
vate someone, I advise the "velvet So, have faith, and, with your spe-
touch," the "soft sell." Let me give cial knowledge, go out and educate,
you an example: A well dressed gentle- interest, convince, persuade, motivate
man was strolling down a dimly light- - and save your company a lot of
ed street when a rather bedraggled money.
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*INTERAGENCY LIAISON ON
CLASSIFICATION MATTERS

General Jacob E. Smart, USAF (Ret.)
Nationa! Aeronautics and Space Administration

I regret that the subject that you in showing them live, as they occurred,
have asked me to speak on today is to the entire Western world.
not a sexy one but rather prosaic if My becond reason for this dark ap-
not outrightly dull. proach is that every glimmer of humor

While undeniably important, secur- or lightheartedness, however faint it
ity classification matters do not titil- ma- be, that I am able to inject will be
late one's imagination or inspire light- doubly welcomed in contrast tc the
heartedness. hard, cold facts and debatable opin-

Whereas there is usually something ions that A am about to offer about in-
good as well as bad, pleasant as well teragency classification.
as unpleasant, about every endeavor, You know from long experience
there seems little that is positile about that classification problems begin
interagency ciassitication matters ex- when the second person bccoines in-
cept need itself. In this field there are volved in a matter that requires pro-
no kudos for success, but great is the tection. And the complexities multiply
damnation for failure, and the likeii- at least with the square if not the cube
h od of failure is ever present. of the number of people and agencies

Tn be absolutely perfect in the mat- that subsequently become involved.
ter of classification is to just break Now the complexities inherent in
even. this business are further multiplied for

People in the security business know those persons who are engaged in clas-
what Alice meant vhen she said "it sification matters in an organization
takes all the running you can do to devoted to science, engineering, and
stay in the same place." technology - where basic and applied

Now there are a number of reasons research is conducted - and where
for starting my remarks to you on this new knowledge and new competence
pessimistic note. are applied toward the solution of im-

Thc first is, the subjcCt justifies it. portant problems, or for prov.sion f
Classification is an especially dull the material things needed and want-
*ubject at a time when the whole ed by mankind.
world is ebted by the exploits of Neil These are the areas in which NASA
Armstrong, Buz Aldrin, and Michael becomes involved, and the areas to-
Collins. In the past few days we have ward which I want to direct your at-
,,itneserd a series of events that have tention for the next few minutes.
been rnade even more remarkthle by The basis for classification stems
the lack of security classification of from man's needs.
any kind, and by the nation's boldness Man's needs are multiple and di.
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werwC in char-iver. ZJ'it note (hat we undertake to
iecurity fro n phyiical harn? h; an ach.,ve needed security by protecting

ei,#my is one very important human the a,)plication of technoiogy - not
need. by the classification of technology it-

A full measure of the material self.
things required for life is another. Limiting dissemination of knowl-

In a democracy such as ours, an edge of new scientific discoverirs
informed public is an essential in- through classification is abhorent to
gredient of good government, scientists and virtually impossible of

In addition, the American public successful accomplishment.
demands that it know what goes on in It is possible, however, to restrict
government. The average man dislikes knowledge of new technology - for a
secretiveness and is often suspicious of while, at least - if the need to do so
motives which prompt security clas- is recognized -arly anti if the extensive
sification. measures required to constrain dis-

'To get my presentation in hand, I semination are taken prmuiiptly anti
want to limit myself to identifying are rigidly enforced.
only a few aspects of Classification The technology by which radio-
Management that arise trom the fact active materials could be extracted
that measures required to protect this and concentrated into critical mass
country and its citizens from military and therefore converted into weapons
attack depend upon much the same of great power is perhaps the most
technology that is required to provide often used illustration of successful
the necessities of life in the abundance classification of technology. But the
we want and are accustomed to enjoy- degree of success achieved in this en-
ing. Unfortunately, there is not one deavor was not rearly as great as
unique tcchn.ology that applies singu- originally hped for aiid is still a stab-
larly to national security, and other ject for debate. I certainly have no
technologies that apply to non-mili- desire to debate the matter here but
tary needs. Science and technology would like to speak briefly on some of
generally apply in varying, degrees to the "ifs" that are important parts of
both. my assertion that it is possible to con-

Howard Maines, and the others of strain dissemination of new technol-
us in the Classification Management ogical information for a period of
business at NASA, are faced with the time.
requirement of ensuring on the one The first "if" is related to the ti;
hand that new and emerging tech- liness with which the need to classify

-_ nology can he applied without con- is recognized.
straint to the Nation's nonmilitary The need to classify technology as-

.... needs, and on the other hand, that the sociated with nuclear weapon develop-
applications of this same tmchnology ment was recognized long before in-
towaid niectiiig the Nation's security itial developments were undertaken.
needs are not disclosed. Constraints could therefore be estab-
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lished a; th vry beginning of the prov. futile. for at any time the tech-
program. nology we are trying to protect might

Additionally. the nature of the cn- be discovered and tisclosed by tin-
deavor differed materially f r o in co.strained engineers in nongovern-
normal industrial pursuits. Engineers ment agencies at home or abroad. In
and technicians were fully engaged in addition to suffering the stigma of
wartime endeavors of a different char- failing, we will have possibly paid a
acter. In addition, research facilities price for constraining distribution of
were unique and costly. There was re- the knowledge for a period of time for
latively little likelihood, therefore, new technology, like new science, is
that individuals or agencies would in- normally built on foundations of ac-
itiate technological projects that complishment laid down earlier and
would disclose advanced competence. made known by the successful engi-

Now contrast these conditions and neers to their peers.
circumstances with those that existed In summary, the point I want to
in 1967-68 when it was determined make here is that conditions and cir-
that constraining certain technology cunstances existing at the time the
pertaining to lasers was important to possibility ant,! potential of 7inclea
national security, weapons first impacted upon the

The practicability of amplifying President and others in authority
- light through stimulated emission of made it possible to achieve some de-

radiation had been demonstrated some gree of success in classifying technol-
six to seven years earlier. Man's imag- ogy.
ination had been captured. Practical Different conditions and circum-

* applications were increasingly identi- stances prevailed when the potential
fied anti often demonstrated. significance of lasers was first appre-

Spectacular progress in increasing ciated. We therefore had a different
the power output of lasers had already problem and will ;eal) d;fferent re-
been made in Europe and in the USSR stilts.

as well as here at home. Now, let me make another point
Large numbers of highly competent with respect to imposi:g classification.

engineers and technicians in non- That point is: We always lose some-
government laboratories were busily thing when we impose constraints.
striving to advance laser technology. Dont (1 it unless you know - and

Constraining their activities or infor- can readily demonstrate to a critical
m-tion about any act iics other than audience - that -!oing so will ach-eve
those over which the government had positive results that will outweigh the
control was virtually impossible. foreseeable negative conscquences.

Normally, we can control dissemin- In certain instances, the corollary
ation of information about only those may be appropriate: that is, we should
technological developments o v e r always classify when the negative ira-
which the government has control. pact of disclosure cotld have deleter.
Even these constraining measures may ious eftects far more significant than
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the losses that are sustained b) das- tractor. lhi Ia s happened.
sifying. I am sure ma:iy of you can Now one calln conceive of cil lin-

recall instances in which we failed to stances in which such a course of ac-
impose effective constraints and paid tion is determined to be the best way
a great price for our shortcomings. of accomplishing the objectives of

It is my belief, however, that clas- both agencies, but it is highly impor-
sification managers should bear the tant that there be interfaces between
responsibility for achieving uncon- the two government agencies in which

strained dissemination of releasable certain persons are privy to all the

technical information to the same de- work that is being done, and who have

gree that they feel impelled to protect responsibilities and authorities neces-

information that requires protection. sary to insure that progress is made

The classification manager is not toward both open and closed objec-
the enemy of the public information tives, that the government doesn't buy
officer, or of the personnel charged the same technology twice, or other-
with achieving wide dissemination of wise behave unwisely. This is a very
new technical knowledge, but an ally delicate matter and one that requires

, and co-worker. The responsibilities of extensive, close interfacing between
these three functional officers should persons who are alert, imaginative,
not be regarded as conflicting. Instead, sensitive, and blessed with good judg-
the three must appreciate that each melit.
bears responsibility for finding an Another important point to effec-

optimum route toward the objectives tive interagency management of clas-

of each office. sification is that of a common under-

R&D contracting arrangements is standing of what objectives are being

orne area to which classification man- sought through classification - and of

agers must give particular attention. the rules which govern the means we

Aerospace industries are compartment- employ.

ed for security and other reasons very Common definitions, guidelines,

imuch like agencies of government are. and other well understood criteria for

Virtually all major firms engage in assignment of classification and for.,

classified governmental work and do the protection of that which is clas-

so in limitcd access facilities. Only cer- sified is, of course, of great inipor-

tain employees are aware that classi- tance. But their importance must not

fied endeavors are being pursued. It be over estimated. Certainly, rules
requires no great imagination to en- and regulations must not be allowed

visage the prohleAs that might arise to replace thoughtftl judgment. "I his,

if one agency of goverimeit. NA\SA I think, is paiticularly important in

lor example, were to undertake to the classification of RMD endeavors.

cohtract openly for RI) work similar R&D is inherently, new and differ-

to that being performed on a classified ent. Often quite different. Criteria

basis for another agency of govern- created for known coIliaons anl ('i-

met by the same or by a different con- ctmlstalices may not be app icable to



new ant different conditions and cir- broad-gauged individual, w.ll cdu-
cumstances. How many people, for ex- cated, experienced in human affairs,
ample, would recognize the need to knowledgeable of the objectives, pol-

classify information on certain mirrors icies, and activities of the organization
or on how to construct them, or-how of which he is a part. He must be keen.
many bachelors would anticipate the ly sensitive to the relationships be-
constraints to be imposed upon him tween his organization's activities and
by a wife after marriage? And consider national goals and policies. He must
how unwise a new husband would be keep abreast of the events of the times
if he based his behavior pattern after and be alert to their significance in
marriage on criteria that was suitable relation to security.
for his bachelor days. The security manager must enjoy

Criteria must be regarded as an im- the respect and have close working re-
portant aid to judgment, but not a lationships with top level executives
substitute for it. in the agency in which he is employed.

Decisions as to withholding or re- These executives must on the one
leasing information must be made in hand give to the classification man-
light of all the known factors bearing ager guidance and direction as to ob-
upon the matter. Published criteria is jectives being sought, or the informa-
a highly important factor, but it is not tion that must be protected. On tile
always the overriding factor. other hand, they must be amendable

In summary: to the classification manager's advise
No tioughtful person can deny the and direction as to constraints that

need to protect information essential must be adopted and enforced.
to security of the country. Since virtually every aspect of Clas-

But neither would responsible per- sification Management involves :nul-
sons adopt measures that stifle scien- tiple agencies of government, it is im.
tific and technological progress, or un- portant that security managers be
duly curtail the flow of information knowledgeable and sympathetic to the
required either to fulfill the nation's objectives and the policies of the other
non-military needs or to keep the pub. agencies of government with whom
lic appropriately informed, their agency must work.

A sensible path between these two Classification managers are not af.
extremes must be found. forded the luxury of being provincial.

Finding such a path is the function They Must view their own activities
of managers concerned with classifica. and those of the agency of which they
tion and security, are a part from a national interest

Unusually capable men should be point of view. They nust ap)reciate
charged with finding practicable ways the policies, objectives, and needs of
of achieving needed security on the other agencies of government as well
one hand, and permitting the free as their own, and recognize that their
flow of information on the other, attainment, like the attainment of

The security manager must be a those of his own agency, are important
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in the national interest, one that you are holding here at this

The security manager must, of time go far to promote wider acquaint-

course, have tie ability to work close- ance and friendship. In my view they

ly, harmoniously, and effectively with are very worthwhile. I am privileged
other people. People are the key to to participate in this one, and I hope
successful classification. Personal ac- the thoughts I have expressed will
quaintance, joint endeavors, mutual cause you to think about them, and

respect, and personal friendships facil- perhaps accept, rviecct, or discuss them.
itate harmonious relationships be- I thank you.
tween people. Meetings such as the

PUBLIC AFFAIRS IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Jerry W. Fridhelim
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Public Affairs)

I frankly find it very gratifying to jectives we must recognize certain

learn of the close relationship which factors which impact upon the De-

has developed between the security-of- fense Department's security-of-infor-

information community and our De- mation program.

fense Public Affairs office. From time to time national security

I am informed that it was not al- itself, will dictate the release of infor-

ways so. mation which has been classified, in

For too many years -because of fact sometimes highly classified.

opposing objectives-the security and For instance, it might be that there

intelligence communities, and the is a requirement to make our deter-

public-affairs community, were rough- rence more credible.

ly 180 degrees out of phase. Another consideration is the re-

At least at Defense we believe we quirement to justify the budget. To

are now in more synchronous orbit, enable the Congress to perform its

if I can use that phrase on this space- legislative mission, it must be fur-

conscious day. nished full and complete information,
Now, let me say a few words about both classified and unclassified, con-

our professional relationship - your cerningl vaspects of the current and

business and my business. I'm sure all future activities of the Department of

of you are aware than security-of-in-

formation objectives are subject to Generally this is provided through

several attenuating factors. the testimony of a large number of

Complete secrecy, even in the in- senior Defense Department officials,

terests of national security, is not pos- both civilian and military, before Con-

sible nor desirable in a free society. gressional committees. This is as it

Thus, in pursuing our security ob- should and must be.
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A third factor which must concern the foundation for our efforts to clear.
us in our endeavor to deny informa. ly identify that information which
tion of value to an enemy is our lack must be withheld in the national-se-
of ability to protect some of this in- curity interest and our determination
formation. Our free society and free to make the remainder available to
press make it impossible and undesir- the public.
able to protect many of de same types As you probably know, Mr. Gilbert
of information which the Soviet sys. Fitzhugh, Chairman of the Board of
ten withholds from us. Metropolitan Life, was recently named

This leads me to the role of my by the President to be chairman of
office. Within the Department of De- a blue ribbon panel to study the
lese the Office of the Assistant Secre- Department of Defense. A newsman

tary for Public Affairs acts as the asked him if he was approaching this
DOD agency here at the seat of gov- task with any preconceived ideas. Mr.
eminent for the release of official in- Fitzhugh replied that he had read in
formation through the public infor. the papers that there were quite a few
mation media. things wrong with the Department of

And, on March 4, Secretary Laird Defense and he had often thought
issued a memorandum which set forth "somebody ought to look into it. Well,
four public- information principles now," said Mr. Fitzhugh, "it looki
that guide us. He said: like it will be me."
"I. Our first concern must be the Well, I am in a somewhat similar
security of the United States and position. Both as a reporter and as a
the safety of our armed forces. Congressional staff member, I had felt
Therefore, information w h i c h there was room for improvement in
would adversely affect the security the release of information to the pub.
of our cour.tr) or endanger its men lic by DOD. Now it's up to me to help
should not be disclosed, our Assistant Secretary, Dan Henkin,
"2. The provisions of the Freedom improve the operation.
of Information Act will be support. One of our continuing objectives
ed in both letter and spirit, is to insure that we do not Withhold
"3. No information will be classi. information unnecessarily.
flied solely because disclosure might In that regard, we have, as you
result in criticism of the Depart. know, . Security Review Directorate
ment of Defense. in Publi, Affairs headed by Charles
"4 ..... the sole purpose of (lub. Hinkle who has been in this kind of
lic affairs) planning and coordina. business An the Pentagon since the
tion will be to expedite the flow of beginning of time.
information to the public. Propa. The function of Colonel Hinkle's
ganda has no place in DOD public Directorate is to insure that we pro-
information programs." vide maximum disclosuire of infor.

I want to assure you that thee prin. marion to the public consistent with
ciples are clearly understood by our national security interests. As I have
Public Affairs people to be unequiv- tried to make clear, it's not especially
ocal statentents of policy. They form easy to make these national security
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determinations. closed in the past. After careful re-
In fact, it may seem contradictory view, we have been able to disclose

on first glance to find such a security a great many of these important facts
review function conducted under the to the publ.c.
Office of the Assistant Secretary for I would like to describe for you
Public Affairs. I'm responsible for the some of our normal day-to-day opera.
Directorate for Security Review-and tions. Unfortunately, there are no
I'm also responsible for the Director- really routine days for us, so let me
ate for Defense Information. I have just give you a few examples o! -,,hat
therefore the job both of getting the we have done recently to make tf,)r-
information out, and of preventing mation available to the public rapidly
disclosure of classified information, and in depth.

We feel in Defense Public Affairs, About midnight April 15, a United
however, that these dual responsibil. States Navy EC-121 was shot down by
ities-protecting and releasing infor- the North Koreans in the Sea of
mation-logically belong together. Japan. It had been on a classified

There must be one place where mission, yet the initial DOD news
both security and public information release was made by the Directorate
requirements are finally reconciled, for Defense Information at 5 a.m. By
and the fact that the Directorate for the end of that first day three detailed
Security Review operates under the situation reports had been released
jurisdiction of public affairs is highly along with seven additional release!
significant, because that means the containing the names of crew mem
main thrust is in the direction of dis- bers. Radio and TV news media weft
closing all information which can safe- notified, and Secretary Henkin read
ly be released. a Defense Department statement fo:

The new administration has been cam.ras and radio.
in office slightly over six months now The story continued until April 25
and we have been reviewing our pol- and ended with the release of a con
icies and procedures in some detail. prehlensive fact sheet on the incident

Although our public affairs studies compiled by The Joint Chiefs of Staff.
are not yet complete we have taken During this period 25 news releases
some steps designed to provide a more and 13 filming sessions occun'ed. Still
open flow of defense information to and motion picture materials were
the public, made available both here and in

Examples are our daily 10:30 meet- Japan.
ing with the Pentagon correspond- As a result of this effort, the Ameri-
ents, normally conducted by Secretary can people had full knowledge of the
Henkin or me; and our strong empha- incident at all times.
sis on providing to the Congress and This did not just happen. It re-
the American people the maximum quired intimate coordination and co-
amount of unclassified information on operation between the Directorate for
the fiscal year 1970 budget. Security Review and Directorate for

There has been considerable budget Defense Information, between DOD
data which has not been publicly dis- and the State Department: it involved
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the Juint Chiefs of Staff and Congres- ground informatio:n on 17 different
sional cotltuittees-yct :t all tiniCi orcasions. This assistance cor.tirued
the story was told, while security was throughout 'succeeding days.
protected. Then, of course, the ABM debate

In May we had a problem of a dif. has been long underway.
ferent sort - the disposal of obsoles- Secretary Laird has more complete-
ccnt chemical munitions by the Army. ly and fully discussed the details of
Our efforts to provide information on Soviet missile strength than ever be.
this project are not yet ended, of fore.
course, because the munitions have Senators on both sides have re-
not yet been disposed of. quested and received clearances to lay

S.In May, however, it was necessary all sorts of previously classified facts
to begin providing a considerable on the line.
amount of information on chemical And the debate goes on.
munitions matters. Since then there Now, not eve.ryone will agree with
has been a detailed press briefing, de- the specifics of what we have done
tailed unclassified Congressional testi- in these cases. But the point I want
mony by Army witnesses and ten news to make is a rational decision was
releases. We expect there will be more made in each of these cases I have
yet. It has been the most substantial described.
public discussion of chemical warfare In the EC-121 case, for instance, we

, in our nation's history. cleared release of the plane's flight
Details of a chemical mishap on route, but we protected the detailed

Okinwa have just this week been operations of Task Force 71.
fully aired; yet essential security has In the case of chemicals, we cleared
been preserved, plans that were underway to remove

On June 2, we learned that one of chemical munitions from Okinawa,
our destroyers, the USS Frank E. but protected the exact nature and
Evans, had been cut in two in a colli- size of our deterrent stocks.
sion with the Australian carrier Mel- In the sea collision we laid out the
bourne during SEATO exercises in disaster details and ships involved,
the South China Sea. News releases while guarding SEATO contingency
were made both by our office and plans.
by the Commander in Chief, Pacific In the ABM debate we disclosed
Fleet. Our first release was at 6:50 Soviet capabilities, while protecting
p.m., June 2, and within a short time intelligence sources.
the Naval Commander at Hawaii was In each of these instances, we went
given authority to release all informa- through the same procedure. We ccn-
tion concerning the collision. sidered the need to protect informa-

Despite the fact that the actual tion which affected national security
source of news was then in Hawaii, we within the meaning of Executive
continued to make information avail- Order 10-501. We considered our re-
able to members of the Pentagon press sponsibilities to keep the public in-
corps, and during that first night formed, as required by the policy laid
provided them with details and back- down by Secretary Laird, and in keep-
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. ing with the Fr :dor of Information preciated by those of us in Defense
Act. public affairs.

Once we detet.ained that we could We think it's worth all the trouble
release inforsmfn on these matters, because in the last analysis our society

... we used all ou resources to release depends on the existence of an en-
it rapidly an , ' , as much detail as lightened public, a public that is in
possible. possession of the facts and that thus

That's the kind of work we do and can make reasoned judgments on na-
I want all of you to know that the tionai affairs.

. complex nature of the problem with There are no easy answers, no final
which you deal in the security classi. judgments, and no room for error,
fication community is thoroughly ap. and we share these hazards with you.
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